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CITY COUNCIL
PUBLIC HEARING ON
CHEVRON PLAN FOR
COYOTE HILLS
An appeal of the Planning
Commission approval of Chevron’s 760
home plan for West Coyote Hills will
be heard by the City Council at
6:30pm, Tuesday, November 17 at city
hall, 303 W. Commonwealth in
Fullerton. This will be the last opportunity for the public to comment on the
plan before the final decision is made by
the council.
Appeals of the October 22 Planning
Commission’s approval are being
brought by the Friends of Coyote Hills
as a group, and by a private resident,
Catherine Lancaster.
(See page 4, 5, & 18
for related discussion)

Sandbags for El Niño
Up to 15 sandbags per property are
being offered at the Fullerton
Maintenance Department parking lot at
1580 W. Commonwealth Ave. The
sandbags are for use to shore up areas
needing protection during the predicted
El Niño rains this winter. Call 714-7386897 for more info.

A Friends of Coyote Hills hike through the hills led by a naturalist who pointed out the features important to plants and animal habitat.
The over 30-year struggle between the Chevron Corporation’s housing development arm and Fullerton citizens desiring open space will be
decided by the City Council at the Tuesday, Nov. 17 public hearing at 6:30pm at City Hall, 303 W. Commonwealth. More page 5
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Recently Malibu voters went to the poll Commission did just that at its October 22,
to vote on a 38,000 square foot shopping 2015 session. The City Council will weigh
center. The development would be limited in on the appeal of that decision at its
to only 15% of the site and anchored by a November 17, 2015 meeting.
After the 2012 Fullerton election, where
Whole Foods grocery. The plan even called
for a community garden to educate school nearly 61% of voters rejected development
children. Supporters included the Chamber of West Coyote Hills, the Friends of Coyote
Hills repeatedly asked the
of Commerce, business and
City to follow through on
education leaders.
Unfortunately,
the vote. We the people
What’s not to like about the
“greenest, most environmentally the “Path Forward” had exercised our constitusensitive plan ever adopted in
has become just a tional right to veto our
Malibu”? Opponents objected
“Path Forward to City Council’s decision.
According to the “poito the massive traffic such a large
Development.”
son pill” language the City
development would bring. They
purposely wrote into the
wanted to keep the city rural: “It
is not about us. It is about what we have six intertwined approvals, if one was disapbeen given, how we nourish it and how we proved, so goes the others. So all of the
protect it and how we preserve it for future development approvals should have been
overturned, but the City stayed silent.
generations…”
In 2013, the City and Chevron offered
Malibu requires Specific Plans for comPath
Forward”
instead.
mercial projects over 20,000 square feet be “The
submitted to voters for approval. This ordi- Unfortunately, this has since become “Path
nance was a result of a 2014 people’s initia- Forward to Development”.
We were shocked by the September 30,
tive called Measure R which passed by a
60% vote. So, on November 3, 2015, 2015 release of the VTTM (Vesting
Measure W went to a vote by the people of Tentative Tract Map) and its detailed acquiMalibu and was defeated by 57%, rejecting sition terms. It had strayed so far from the
feasible acquisition concept we had repeatthe development. Sound familiar?
Fullerton had its own successful Measure edly discussed with the City and Chevron
W in 2012 against the development of for the last two and a half years.
West Coyote Hills. But, it seems our vote is
Continued on page 18
about to be ignored. The Planning
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A WHOLE NEW MEASURE W by Angela Chen Lindstrom

Thank You to all those subscribers who
have responded! We appreciate it! If you
haven’t responded yet and want to continue
delivery to your home by the US Post
Office please send in your check to:
Fullerton Observer
PO Box 7051
Fullerton CA 92834
•Cost: In-Fullerton residents $25 a year.

Out-of-town subscription is $35 per year.
All subscriber information is kept strictly
confidential and our list is never shared.
•Our Purpose: The Fullerton Observer
Community Newspaper is a 37-year-old notfor-profit publication written and produced by local volunteers to help our community stay connected and informed about
what is happening in our town.
Thank you for enjoying the paper!

Jury Selection Begins
in Kelly Thomas
Civil Trial
by Tracy Wood voiceofoc.org
Mentally ill transient Kelly Thomas
died because he had a faulty heart, not
because of excessive force from the
Fullerton police officers who subdued
him, lawyers for the officers said Monday.
“Unfortunately, Mr. Thomas’ own conduct and disease in his heart caused his
death,” said Kevin Osterberg, attorney for
former Fullerton police officer Joseph
Wolfe.
Osterberg's comments came as jury
selection began [last] Monday in a civil
case filed by Thomas’ father, Ron
Thomas, against
the
City
of
Over 115
Fullerton, two of
prospective
its former police
jurors were given chiefs and the six
surveys to fill
officers who beat
his
son the night
out...The trial
of
July
5, 2011.
could last into
Kelly
Thomas
February.
ended up unconscious and died
five days later.
Lawyers for Ron Thomas argue Kelly
Thomas died because the officers used
unnecessary force: including hitting him
in the face with a taser gun; striking him
with batons; and laying on top of him
while he cried for his father.
“If he (Kelly Thomas) had an enlarged
heart, they’re (the officers) still responsible
for his death,” Garo Mardirossian, Ron
Thomas’ lawyer, told reporters after the
court session. No drugs or alcohol were
found in Kelly Thomas’ system.
The death of Kelly Thomas, a 37-yearold schizophrenic, brought national attention to Fullerton, the issue of mentally ill
Continued on page 18
homeless
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The Fullerton Observer Community
Newspaper, founded by Ralph and Natalie
Kennedy and a group of friends in 1978, is
staffed by local citizen volunteers who create,
publish, and distribute the paper throughout
our community.
This venture is a not-for-profit one with
all ad and subscription revenues plowed back
into maintaining and improving our independent, non-partisan, non-sectarian community newspaper.
Our purpose is to inform Fullerton residents about the institutions and other societal forces which most impact their lives, so
that they may be empowered to participate
in constructive ways to keep and make these
private and public entities serve all residents
in lawful, open, just, and socially-responsible
ways.
Through our extensive local calendar and
other coverage, we seek to promote a sense
of community and an appreciation for the
values of diversity with which our country is
so uniquely blessed.

SUBMISSIONS:

Submissions on any topic of interest are
accepted from Fullerton residents and we try hard
to get it all in. Sorry we sometimes fail. Shorter
pieces have a better chance. Send by email to
observernews@earthlink.net or by snail mail to:
FULLERTON OBSERVER
PO BOX 7051
FULLERTON, CA 92834-7051

____________________________

How To Subscribe
Subscriptions include home delivery
and are due each October
$25/Fullerton • $35/Out of Town
Send Check with Name & Address to:
Fullerton Observer, PO Box 7051,
Fullerton CA 92834-7051
________________________________

How to Advertise

Call 714-525-6402,
or email
observernews@earthlink.net
________________________________

10,000 issues of the Fullerton Observer
are distributed throughout Fullerton
and sent through the mail to subscribers
every two weeks except only once in
January, July & August.

Missed a Copy?
Visit us online at:

www.fullertonobserver.com

& on FaceBook
• STAFF•
• Editor: Sharon Kennedy
• Database Manager: Jane Buck
• Advisor: Tracy Wood
• Copy Editors: Viveca Wolff.
Sam & Janet Evening
• Distribution: Roy & Irene Kobayashi,
Tom & Kate Dalton, Marjorie Kerr,
Pam Nevius, Manny Bass & Leslie Allen
• Photography:
Jere Greene & Liz Marchant
• Webmaster: Cathy Yang
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• Politics & other stuff: Vince Buck
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and other Community Members
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•Art: Marjorie Kerr
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• Council Report: Need Reporter
•Crossword: Valerie Brickey
•The Downtown Report: Mike Ritto
• Movie Review Hits & Misses: Joyce Mason
•Youth Columnists: C.C. Lee,
Francine Vudoti & Sammy Howell
•Video Observer: Emerson Little
•Out of My Mind: Jonathan Dobrer
•Passion for Justice: Synthia Tran
• School Board Reports:
Jan Youngman & Vivien Moreno
•Science: Sarah Mosko & Frances Mathews
• Theatre Reviews:
Mark Rosier & Angela Hatcher
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PASSION FOR JUSTICE by Synthia Tran

Life in the Refugee Camps
Before we arrived, the island of Pulau are not respectful”, they joked.
One day while standing in front of our
Bidong was very crowded with all the
Chinese who left Vietnam semi-officially. barrack, I saw this pretty girl walking by.
The Chinese had money to buy their liv- Some guy said “Thailand already opened
the file”. I didn’t understand what that
ing quarters, and it was quite expensive.
By the time we came, the majority of meant, but later I was told that she was
them had left for their new counties. The raped by Thai pirates. I felt sorry for her
UN Delegation had just built a new hous- and very angry at the mean guy. I bet she
ing section called Barrack F, and we were couldn’t wait to leave the island and the
fortunate to be assigned to a unit there. terrible past to start her live all over.
After 3 months in Pulau Bidong, my
That area was new and clean, and we were
family and I received orders
very happy.
to
leave for another refugee
There was a hospital on the
The Delegation
camp on an island of
island with Vietnamese and
explained that
Indonesia called Galang 2.
non-Vietnamese doctors and
the new refugees Galang 1 was full with
nurses. We had our health
who came to
refugees, so Galang 2 was
checked, and we received a
supply of food every week America before us built soon after.
The Delegation explained
consisting of rice, dried beans,
were having
us that the new refugees
to
instant noodles, and canned
some problems
who came to America before
meat. We bought fresh fish
adapting to
us were having some probcaught from the sea and vegthe new culture. lems adapting to the new
etable grown on the island
Therefore,
culture. Therefore, Galang
with our own money.
2
would serve as a transiWe knew our family in
Galang 2
tional
camp to help us learn
Vietnam were waiting to hear
would serve as a
from us, so when a friend of transitional camp to cope better. My two
cousins remained in Pulau
someone we knew left the
to help us
Bidong because we were on
island for the US, we gave him
learn to cope.
two separate files sponsored
a long letter and $20 for
by two different people.
postage and asked him to
My family and I left Pulau
please put it in the mail when
he reached his destination. But that letter Bidong on a big and safe boat and were
transported by bus to Kuala Lumpur, the
never arrived.
Our family in the US did receive the capital of Malaysia. A very nice refugee
second letter we sent without any money, who was there before us told us that real
so they sent a telegram to Vietnam and Malaysians didn’t eat pork, but pork was
broke the good news of our successful still available for sale under the table.
“Two of you can buy a half of a pig head
escape.
We started receiving money and English to eat, very good.”
“Oh no, thank you.” I said, scared to
books including a dictionary from our
family in the US. We took entrance death. He gave us a mosquito net and
exams and were placed in English classes. some kitchenware for our use in the new
We were taught what life would be like in camp. He was a very nice man.
From Kuala Lumpur, we were processed
our second country. We learned the basic
communication in case of an emergency. to go to Galang 2. Although our living
There were bathroom facilities in the section in Galang 2 had been recently
UN Delegation compound and in the built with some wooden barracks on stilts
hospital, but normal refugees like myself still not finished, we were surprised that
had to go up the hill to relieve ourselves. the restroom facilities were dirty. We
On odd days we could smell the hill from learned that the restroom facilities had
our barracks but we didn’t complain been messed up by the previous refugees
much because most of the time it was living in the older adjacent barracks.
We received a weekly food supply as we
blown away by the cool breeze from the
sea. At first, we used not-so-clean water did in Pulau Bidong. We got water from
from the stream, but a month later, wells a stream running in the woods to cook
were built with excellent water quality. with and wash our clothes with. We
Some bathrooms were also built for bathed in our kitchen, and we did the
women to take a bath, but still there was restroom things in the woods. We used a
no toilet facilities around where we lived. tree branch with leaves to chase away flyWhen we went from our barrack to our ing insects and mosquitos while sitting
English class or to the beach to buy fish, down.
we walked by a coconut tree, and people
After the war, when it was too dangerous
told us to be careful because there was one
for those who had fought with the US
man who died when a coconut fell on his
to stay in Vietnam, Synthia Tran
head as he walked by. “He is up there,
and her family escaped on a boat
and he may throw a coconut at you if you
and eventually made it to the US.

WAR COSTS in Life & Money
California leads the nation with 886 soldiers wounded and 252 dead in wars since 2001.

IN IRAQ & AFGHANISTAN

• 145,951 Civilians killed by Violence

www.iraqbodycount.org (11/13/2015)

• 4,494
• 2,372

US Soldiers killed in Iraq: (DoD 11/13/2015)
US Soldiers killed in Afghanistan (11/13/2015) www.icasualties.org

• 32,223
• 17,674

US Soldiers wounded (DOD reports) www.icasualties.org
Iraq (3/2003 thru 11/2011- no updates since this date)
Afghanistan (10/2001 thru 10/13/2012- no updates since this date)

• $1.6
Trillion

Cost of Wars Since 2001 www.costofwar.com (11/13/2015)
(rounded down) (Iraq $818.9 billion) (Afghanistan $719 billion)
Cost of Military Action Against ISIL $6.8 billion
Pentagon Slush Fund $104.5 billion www.nationalpriorities.org

WHAT COULD WE DO WITH THIS MONEY INSTEAD? www.nationalpriorities.org
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AMERICAN-AMERICAN
by
Eugene Sky Scott

Saint Indian
This year, like so many years in the past,
fourth graders in the California school
system continued the hallowed tradition
of creating sugar cube models of church
missions to celebrate the Rev. Junipero
Serra like a saint. Until recently, the pious
preacher who walked what is now
California, bringing Christianity like a
gift to the American Indians, was often
viewed in less than benevolent terms.
With the Pope’s visit to America this
year and his canonization of Father Serra,
that sordid history has been put to rest.
But prominent Native American scholars
and historians see Father Serra as far from
saintly. Many Indians blame Father Serra
for the suppression of their cul310,000 Indians ture and the premature deaths at
were alive in
1769 but, instead the missions of
thousands
of
of increasing in
their ancestors.
population, only Where many see
one sixth of that a
genocidal
number existed
California mission system, othby 1869...
ers see sugar
While many
sweet communisee a genocidal
ties.
California
There
were
mission system,
approximately
310,000 Indians
others see
alive in 1769,
sugar sweet
but
instead of
communities.
increasing
in
population, as
would be expected, only one sixth of that
number existed by 1869.
Unfortunately, this was a side effect of
the encomienda system established by the
Spanish government and supported by the
Papal Bull edict of the Catholic Church
regarding the New World discovery.
Native Americans have complained
about not only the cultural sabotage but
also what they call the romanticization of
the missions’ true history.
According to the Catholic Diocese, no
evidence of Indian mistreatment has been
recorded. But history depends on the
light in which one chooses to view it.
Critics say Father Serra imposed
Christianity and is responsible for the
brutal and deadly treatment of the indigenous population. Under the encomienda
system, Indians were forced to shed their
languages, dress, religion, food and marriage customs.
Father Serra’s job was to enforce the system and he executed it beyond the pale.
From 1769 to 1835, 90,000 indians were
baptized along the west coast, from San
Diego to San Francisco; a miraculous task!
Once baptized, the Indians were not
allowed to leave the missions. Those who
escaped were rounded up by soldiers and
returned to face the wrath of God’s love.
Seen through the divine light of the
Catholic Church, Saint Serra was a kind
and generous benefactor who civilized the
Indians. While many see a genocidal
California mission system, others see
sugar sweet communities.
Where Indians see atrocities, Catholics
see blessings. Thanks to the Pope’s visit
the miracle of “truth” has been revealed.
Next year, fourth graders all over
California can give thanks and honor a
true saint and the “true” history of the
missions. Thanks Pope.
Eugene Sky Scott is a local resident and
Professor of Anthropology
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continued on page 5
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OUT OF MY MIND
by Jon Dobrer © 2015

JonDobrer@mac.com

MISSION CREEP BECOMES MISSION SPRINT
We’ve seen this play before, and it’s a forces had grown to 125,000. Every
tragedy. We know it will end badly, both incremental escalation was supposed to
on the ground in foreign lands and here, do the job and bring us closer to the
where it will damage our body politic.
“Light at the end of the tunnel.”
Our governmental spokesmen are Eventually we had over 350,000 soldiers
nakedly deceiving us about our mission in country, and, over time, 54,000 were
creep in Syria and Iraq. They deny the killed.
obvious and parse previous statements
First they were “advisors.” Then they
and policies to prove to us that our were trainers (More hands-on). Then
changes are not changes. Boots on the they started backing up the Vietnamese
ground are not boots on the ground, soldiers. Then, as they took fire, they
combat is not combat and escalation is responded by taking the lead and then
not escalation.
taking over. Eventually, after “having to
All this comes from the original fudge destroy the village in order to save it,” we
on total withdrawal to only a few trainers had to replace a few Vietnamese
in Iraq, who might defend
Presidents in order to prethemselves if attacked, to
serve their Democracy.
I am not
going on raids with “trusted
Please note that I’m not
allies.” (We have no allies in
arguing
against or for any
arguing for
the region whom we could
particular policy. I am arguor against
reasonably call “trusted).
ing against deception and
any particular delusion–the deceiving of the
But, they assure us, 50
Special Ops on the ground
American people and the
policy...
does not break Obama’s
delusion that just a few more
but against
promise to get out of Iraq. It
soldiers will make all the difdeception
is not breaking his promise
ference.
to put no American boots
It is criminal to send our
and delusion on the ground in Syria to
forces into harm’s way withthe deceiving
put American boots on the
out an articulated and
of the
ground in Syria.
focused goal. Destroying ISIS
Perhaps the administrais
not a goal you can realistiAmerican
tion believes that if our
cally pursue with a few air
people...
boots are manufactured in
sorties and 50 more men. We
China, then he’s still techniare acting aimlessly and our
cally keeping the promise.
soldiers have nowhere to aim.
And in case you think I’m being glib and There are lots of bad guys and no truly
joking, this is exactly the kind of parsing good guys–at least not politically. There
we do. The Defense Department chief are certainly civilians who are victims, but
spokesman said today (Friday, October bombing their towns is unlikely to liber30) that putting Special Ops into Syria ate them.
“Cannot be ‘mission creep’ because the
We are in the absurd legal and moral
original mission remains the same.”
position of ceding the high ground to
So, the original mission, post 9-11, was Putin. He is a ruthless bad guy, but he is
to pursue the terrorists who attacked us. in Syria at the request of their elected
This, they claim, gives us an infinitely leader, who is recognized as legitimate by
elastic empowerment to go anywhere and the UN. We are bombing a country we
do anything without further authoriza- are not at war with and sending our forces
tion or discussion. There is, after all, no into a sovereign nation against their will.
telling where those terrorists might be. By In other words, we are fatally underminthis time there’s also no telling where ing our ability to complain about Putin’s
their children and grandchildren might invasions of the Crimea and Eastern
be. But whatever we do, however far we Ukraine.
escalate the violence, we can never call it
Since we have had no success in creat“Mission Creep.”
ing decent societies after overthrowing
We the People of the United States are despots in Afghanistan, Iraq and Libya,
being lied to by the White House and maybe we should have a public discussion
Defense Department, and we don’t seem and debate about our policies and goals.
to care. Yes, we’ve seen this before. Both What, for example, is our plan for the day
Presidents Johnson and Nixon deceived after Assad goes?
the American people concerning the
Simply repeating the past holds little
Vietnam War.
prospect of success. We don’t even have a
It started with a few advisors under meaningful definition of success.
Eisenhower. Then John Kennedy quietly
added 100 Special Forces in 1961. By
www.Dobrer.com
1962 we had 5,000 men. By 1964 our
Follow me on Twitter @jondobrer

HOW TO VOICE
YOUR OPINION
Community Opinion pages are a forum
for the community. The Observer welcomes
letters on any subject of interest. Comments
are the opinions of the author, may be
shortened for space, and typos corrected.
We must verify your identity, but you may
choose to have only your initials appear in
print. Anonymous letters are accepted if the
writer can make a case that revealing their
name would be a problem. Send to:
observernews@earthlink.net
or
Fullerton Observer, PO Box 7051,
Fullerton, CA 92834

Dear Subscribers,
Thanks to all those who resubscribed and our new subscribers!
We plan to share some of the many
great notes we have received in
upcoming issues as we have space
(which is not often). Here are a
couple:
The Observer Crew
•You do such a wonderful job in
keeping our community connected.
-Jean
•This is for a one year subscription and a contribution for all the
good work you do on behalf of the
Fullerton citizenry.
-Larry & Roseanne

Universal Children’s Day November 20
Plan a party to celebrate Universal
Children’s Day on or near Nov. 20. Give
your party a theme that connects to children everywhere or focus on one or more
universal children’s rights such as the right
to play, have friends, or be cared for. Send
out loving thoughts to all the children in
your care and throughout the world.
Many nations around the world celebrate Universal Children’s Day, often
through their school systems.
All children, regardless of their nationality, economic status, religion, sex, or physical or mental ability have a right to adequate food, appropriate health care, a
home, parents or someone to care for
them, a name, a nationality, their own
education, friends, a right to play, protection from physical and emotional abuse,
neglect and violence, freedom of thought,
conscience, religion, and the right to
express their own opinions, especially

when it involves them. Children’s rights
and responsibilities vary with age and
development.
Children must also learn to understand
the rights of their parents, family members, neighbors and all people.
It took representatives from 40 nations
including the US, ten years to develop the
international human rights treaty known
as the Convention on the Rights of the
Child. It was ratified by the UN on Nov.
20, 1989. Except for the US, all nations
including the Vatican have signed the
treaty making it their law.
Since signing the treaty each nation has
been working to improve conditions
impacting their children. For more information on the Convention on the Rights
of the Child visit www.childrightscampaign.org.
Dorothy Sailor, Professor Emeritus
Child Development Fullerton College

Water Fines for Planning Commission
I recently read in the Fullerton NewsTribune that the city of Fullerton has a
“conservation coordinator,” who makes
sure that residents are complying with
water restrictions and issues notices to
those who aren’t.
I wonder if she’s going to issue a citation

to the Planning Commission, whose
approval of new home construction in
Coyote Hills will use thousands of times
more water than all of the scofflaws who
water their lawns on the wrong days combined.
Gene Rector Fullerton

New Lewd Enterprise at Gateway to City
A new lewd enterprise has opened; The
601 “Gentlemens” Club on Raymond in
Fullerton.
Raymond Ave. is a major street and
point of entry into Fullerton now exposed
to this blight front and center with pink
blinking lights and signs, “GIRLS,
GIRLS.”
It is offensive and an embarrassment
and affects the entire city’s image.
No one wants an obscene strip joint in
their town. It is equivalent to having a
toxic waste dump dropped in your yard

without your consent causing property
values to drop.
Our community needs to prevent
exploitation, crime, and prostitution, not
encourage it by allowing this kind of business to take root. No one would be happy
to have their daughter, wife, mother, or
girlfriend work in such a place and having
to perform like an animal in a circus tent.
Who decided this is OK in Fullerton?
Residents and families of Fullerton
deserve better.
Name Withheld Fullerton

CORRECTION: Chevron Plan Water
The Observer gave an incorrect example
in Early November Observer based on
misunderstanding a statement made by
the city water manager in answer to
“Where is the water coming from for the
760 new homes proposed in the
Chevron/PCH plan for West Coyote
Hills?” At that Planning Commission
meeting, the city’s water manager said,
“Water shortage is not a problem
because water is provided to the city on a
per capita basis.” He explained the average
per capita allotment of water for a current
resident is 130 gallons per day; “New
homes built with water saving appliances
and low water-use landscaping are expected to use only 90 gallons per capita per

day so there will be more water allocated
than used,” he said.
The Observer example incorrectly concluded that the water gained would be the
difference between 130 gallons and 90
gallons per capita per day.
However, according to the city, the residential portion of the per capita figure is
95 gallons per current resident per day.
Fullerton is mandated by the state to
reduce water use by 28% based on the
7,189,899,056 gallons used citywide in
the 9-month period of 2013 by all users in
the city. That number is divided by the
city population to arrive at the overall per
capita figure which includes water use of
businesses, schools, city, and residents.
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CITY COUNCIL NOTES
The City Council meets at 6:30pm on the first and third Tuesdays of each
month. Upcoming agenda information and streaming video
of council meetings are available at www.cityoffullerton.com.
Meetings are broadcast live on Cable Ch 3 and rebroadcast at 3pm and 6pm
the following Wed. & Sun. & 5pm Mon.
City Hall is located at 303 W. Commonwealth, Fullerton.
Contact Council at 714-738-6311 or by email to: council@ci.fullerton.ca.us

COUNCIL NOTES CONTINUED ON PAGE 19

NOV. 3 COUNCIL MEETING (NEXT MEETING NOVEMBER 17)
CHEVRON ON NOVEMBER 17
A public hearing will take place at
6:30pm on Tuesday, Nov. 17 at
which the council will hear two
appeals that have been filed against
the Chevron development plan for
West Coyote Hills.
FIREFIGHTER CONTRACT
REJECTED & SETTLEMENT
AWARDED
•City Attorney Jones announced
that in closed session the council had
rejected the Fire Department labor
contract. It also a made a settlement
in case OCSC 30-2013 00658363
Amber Sanders v. City of Fullerton of
$85,000 plus $30,000 to medical.
The case was filed in 2013.
•Dennis Hittle Honored: Mayor
Sebourn presented a resolution from
the council to the son and daughter
of the late Dennis Hittle for his public service. As well as serving
Fullerton as a public works employee
for 42 years, Hittle was a Vietnam era
veteran, president of the Fullerton
Seniors Club, Sister City boardmember and more. His memorial was held
at the Fullerton Community Center.
Hittle’s son thanked city staff and
council and asked that they support
city police and fire in the budget.
Hittle’s daughter said that their dad
had loved the city and its residents.

CITY MANAGER COMMENTS
•Drones: The airport director is
working on restrictions which will
come before the council for consideration.
•Armory Homeless Shelter
Opening: The shelter is opening
on Nov. 30. It is opening later than
usual since it can only be open for
three months, the hope being that
with later opening while it is not
raining, that the shelter end date
will come after the rains are over.
Meanwhile the OC Board of
Supervisors is set to decide on the
N. Kramer Place, Anaheim yearround shelter at a special Nov. 17
meeting.
•El Niño: The city is working on
it and will be presenting a plan
about preparations soon.
•Bike Boulevard: The Wilshire
Bike Boulevard is opening. (page 6)
Drive
School
•Pacific
Problems: Solutions to a dangerous crosswalk identified by parents
and the school’s crossing guard at
the last council meeting will be
going to the transportation committee. They include better lighting
and a light bar installation (rather
than a traffic light) to hopefully
slow down speeding drivers who
ignore the current crosswalk

UPDATE: DROUGHT, LAGUNA LAKE, & 1-DAY WATERING
Overall the city had a 24.4%
water savings. The goal is 28%. Over
800 warnings have been given out to
residents breaking the two-day
(Thurs. & Sun. for odd addresses;
Tues. & Sat. for even ones) before
8am, after 6pm current outside
watering restrictions. City Water
Systems Manager Dave Schickling
said that the city will be going to one

day a week watering. The item will
come before council at the Nov. 17
council meeting.
The water supplying Laguna Lake
has been turned back on after being
turned off for 10 days and is back to
70,000 gallons per day (50 gallons
per minute). It is about 2-feet low
but the level is coming back up, said
Schickling.

Law Firm Says Approval of Chevron Plan Illegal
Shute, Mihaly & Weinberger submitted a letter on behalf of the
Friends of Coyote Hills, in time for
the Oct. 22 Planning Commission
meeting regarding Chevron/PCH
Vesting Tentative Tract Map proposal. The letter is the latest of several
letters alerting the city to legal issues
concerning the city’s apparent
attempt to bypass the 2012 vote
which overturned the development
proposal and which rendered all previous agreements null & void. The
letter states that the Planning
Commission must deny Chevron’s
proposal until legal violations
“which violate State Planning and
Zoning Law, the Subdivision Map
Act, California Environmental
Quality Act, and the City of
Fullerton’s Municipal Code.” are
corrected.
Commissioner Kathleen Shanfield
listed the opinion as one of the reasons she was opposing the development plan, but the six other commissioners
John Silber, Larry
Bennett, Rick Alvarez, Peter
Gambino, Kevin Pendergraft, and
Ma’Ayn Johnson passed the project
which will be heard in a public hearing appeal at the Nov. 17 council.

Fullerton City Attorney Dick
Jones is the city attorney for both
Fullerton and La Habra and also a
boardmember of Cal Domestic
Water Company, which was part of
the Chevron/La Habra water deal in
its Coyote Hills development proposal. Due to that conflict, the city
retained Rutan & Tucker to deal
with everything Chevron-related.
R&T attorney Jeff Oderman was
asked about the legal opinion of
Shute, Mihlay & Weinburger
brushed the opinion aside stating
that Shute, Mihlay & Weinburger
was an insignificant law firm. So, in
the interest of setting that record
straight:
•Shute, Mihlay & Weinburger is
ranked in the “Tier 1 Best Law
Firm” 2016 listing (just released
Nov. 2, 2015) by the US News &
World Report. Only 505 firms made
the list nationwide.
•Rutan & Tucker did not make
the Tier 1 cut but was listed in the
report’s statewide OC section in the
Corporate Law, Real Estate categories and has the listing prominently displayed on its website calling it
“a highly prestigious honor.” 7,946
other law firms shared that honor.

LOCAL NEWS

Brea Dam Troubles?
The consent calendar item for the Brea Dam
Financial Fund Analysis was pulled for discussion by resident David Curlee who said he
spent the summer with friends including a couple of lawyers and a CPA reviewing the Brea
Dam financials. He said he and the group
(whose members were not disclosed) found
widespread corruption, incompetence and possibly fraud.
The main issue, said Curlee, was that to be in
compliance with Army Corps of Engineer
requirements, revenue generated from the Brea
Dam area has to be spent on the area and he
says that is not being done. Funds are instead
being used by many other departments and this
could put the lease between the Army Corps
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and the city in jeopardy and in turn jeopardize
the YMCA, Fullerton Nursery, counseling center, and tennis center, which all lease from the
city as well as use of the land at the golf course.
He also noted that American Golf seems to
have very little oversight of its accounting practices. He asked the council to order an audit of
the situation. Since he only had a few minutes
to talk he directed them to a website he had
created with all the information and back-up
documents; www.BreaDam.org.
Sean Paden, who apparently worked with
Curlee on the review, assured the council that
“We aren’t accusing anyone here, this [the
American Golf lease/management agreement]
happened in 2010 before you were on the
council. But we should take care of it.
See city response to concerns raised below.

Q&A with the City on Questions about Brea Dam
Below, Parks & Recreation Director Hugo
Curiel, whose department oversees the Brea Dam
area, answers Observer questions brought up by
Mr. Curlee (see “Brea Dam Troubles?” above).
Observer: Are there problems in the
accounting for the Brea Dam area?
Director Curiel: No. Everyone is doing their
job and there is absolutely no corruption,
incompetence or fraud, as evidently alleged.
Q: What about the part-time contracted
tennis coach who made $128,898 in fiscal
year 2014/15?
A: The city contracts with this instructor to
organize and teach tennis lessons at the
Fullerton Tennis Center. He pays four employees who teach tennis lessons and run the racquet-stringing operation at the center. 233
adults and children took tennis lessons in fiscal
year 2014/15. The city collects the funds, as it
does with all contract classes, and pays the
instructors. Instructors are required to cover
the cost of their materials such as stringing
accessories, balls and related equipment. The
City receives 20% of the program and service
fees. All of the revenues collected at the Tennis
Center are used for Tennis Center operations
and programs.
Q: Is revenue from the Brea Dam area used
to support other city departments such as the
Museum Center?
A: No, all revenue coming from operations at
the Brea Dam area are used in the area as is
required by the Army Corps of Engineers contract with Fullerton. There are no funds transferred out of the Brea Dam Fund. They are
simply labeled as MUSEUM because Museum
staff run programs such as Snow Day and
Concerts in the Park, which are part of the Brea
Dam. The funds are generated in the Brea
Dam and spent in the Brea Dam as well.
Some funding is also spent by Public Works
for labor and materials to maintain the 240acre Brea Dam area. These funds are also both
generated and spent within the Brea Dam.
Q: Is the management agreement with
American Golf for a set amount of money or
is it management payment plus expenses?
A: American Golf gets a management fee of
an approximate $58,000 per month. Out of
that fee, they pay the salaries and benefits of the
two managers at the golf course – the general
manager and course superintendent. The City
is responsible for all operating expenses.
Q: Does the city pay American Golf ’s
employees as though they are city employees?
A: No, all staff are on American Golf payroll
and paid directly by American Golf. Nonmanagement staffing costs are part of the operating costs reimbursed to American Golf.
Q: Why is a 2015 payment to Kurihara
America, a company which went bankrupt
and is no longer operating as of 2012, and
expenditures for Coyote Hills golf business
cards expensed to the Brea Dam golf site?
A: Kurihara is a company that provides
range ball machines and range ball cards.
American Golf had an old Kurihara ball
machine that only used Kurihara range cards.
The golf course would send Kurihara the used
range cards to get reprogrammed for re-use.
American Golf was not informed or aware that
the company had gone bankrupt.

Nevertheless, during this time, Kurihara continued to provide the same service to American
Golf. There was no explicit reason for
American Golf to know that Kurihara had gone
bankrupt as they were still providing services,
and any charges incurred related to Kurihara
were legitimate and fulfilled.
Earlier this year, the ball machine failed and
was replaced by another brand machine and so
they are no longer used.
The business cards were for Coyote Hills.
The American Golf manager at the Fullerton
course used to work at the Coyote Hills course.
When Coyote Hills ordered new business
cards, they used the procurement card they had
on file which belonged to the Fullerton GM.
However, although the business cards appear
on the Fullerton GM’s procurement card, they
were correctly coded and charged to Coyote
Hills, not Fullerton.
Q: Has the city benefited financially in the
change to paying American Golf to manage
the course instead of lease it?
A: Yes, the City has benefitted in several
ways: RZED Bond – Through this bond,
issued in 2010, the City was able to finance a
city capital project to replace the irrigation
infrastructure of the golf course which allows a
successful operation at the golf course to continue. One very important new asset that was
built is the infrastructure to eventually receive
and circulate reclaimed water.
The Bond carried several requirements. One
of them was that the course had to be a City
course not a private course. Only a course run
by the City or under a 15-year management
contract could qualify.
Through the arrangement of a management
contract vs. lease, the City has increased its
annual revenues from about $400,000, under a
lease, to over $500,000 after paying the annual
bond debt, under a management contract.
In FY 2014-15 there were a few items that hit
the Brea Dam that normally would not. The
maintenance building burned down causing a
$250,000 deductible payment and netting had
to be added after the Puente Street Bikeway was
constructed next to the golf course. The City
net revenue/profit before these two items was
$681,000.
Q: Revenue from only one of the cell towers
is being deposited in the Brea fund. Why?
A: There are two cell towers in the Brea Dam
area. The one by the Tennis Center is leased
from the City and the US Army Corps of
Engineers (USACE). The one off of Helen
Drive is leased directly from the USACE - not
the City.
Q: How is the Fullerton Golf expenditure
accounting handled?
A: The City replenishes the account based on
actual expenditures. Every invoice paid is
included in the accounting and as backup for
verification. The City pays only on actuals.
The expenditures are Fullerton Golf Course
operating costs only. Each month, the bank
account statement and check run detail is sent
to the City. The account statement which
includes all of the checks written out of the
account are matched up to the check run. All
expenditures are accounted for and verified by
the City before the account is replenished.
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COMMUNITY OPINION

continued from page 3
continued on page 18

Unscrupulous Behavior
In keeping with the general corporate worldview of profit at
any cost, Chevron /Pacific Coast Homes is again poised to
build 760 homes on its property in north Orange County
after the City of Fullerton Planning Commission on October
22 turned a deaf ear to those who would rather see the property turned into a badly needed park.
The corporate giant lost a bid to build on the 510-acre
property (or so it seemed) in November of 2012 when
Fullerton voters by an overwhelming majority overturned the
development agreement.
For the last year, Chevron Oil, the City of Fullerton, [Open
Coyote Hills] and the Friends of Coyote Hills have been
involved in discussions that were supposedly intended to
allow the park to become a distinct possibility, depending, of
course, on whether sufficient funding could be found to purchase the entire property.
But alas, these discussions, that so many park supporters
have been hopeful about, have turned into nothing more than
a veritable smokescreen for Chevron’s real intentions, as it has
put up so many obstacles that make it nearly impossible for
the dream of a completely preserved West Coyote Hills park
to become a reality, let alone a portion of it.
But who can be surprised by such unscrupulous behavior
when it’s backed by billions of dollars of corporate power and
an equally impressive battery of attorneys, coupled with a city
planning commission that seems no better?
Property owners should not be able to build on their property when such action will have obvious adverse effects on the
surrounding population; and numerous examples of such irresponsible and reckless development plans that have been
stopped can be cited. This is not an attack on the notion of
property rights per se—it’s about putting something called the
quality of human life above profit, and acquiescing to the
majority of public opinion.
The fight to save all of West Coyote Hills as a park is an
enduring one, fraught with both successes and disappointments. It endures because it’s about a grand idea that no one
of its supporters could ever have conceived of alone, but who
together with other courageous and foresighted people can
make a reality.
The planning commission’s decision has been appealed to
the Fullerton City Council, which will hear it on November
17. Let’s hope they have sufficient conscience to give in to the
will of the people, and to common sense.
KM Fullerton

Support the Plan
The Open Coyote Hills group has had the same mantra for
many years: To secure the maximum amount of preserved
open space and ensure that is accessible to the public in a
timely manner. We think this should be done in a fiscally
responsible way that respects the property’s owner’s rights.
The “Path Forward” plan that will go before the City
Council on November 17, 2015 is consistent with our goal
and we are supporting the plan. The negotiated agreement
eliminates a key development area near the Robert E. Ward
Preserve and will open up the land through trails and vista
parks. A nature center will allow students, families and all
outdoor enthusiasts the chance to learn about nature before
embarking on an adventure.
Our request is for the City to approve this plan so we can
finally open coyote hills for the public’s enjoyment.
Bob Hayden Fullerton
(a member of Open Coyote Hills)

Let’s Move On
I sat through the 5-hour Fullerton Planning Commission
hearing on West Coyote Hills on October 22nd and one question kept coming to my mind over and over. How much
more city staff time and money must be spent before this issue
gets resolved? Planning Commissioners apparently had similar thoughts. Just before they voted to approve the plan many
of them suggested it is time for the city to move on to address
street repairs, park maintenance issues, and other priorities.
You want to buy every acre of land in West Coyote Hills and
preserve it? The Hills Preservation Plan gives you the chance
to do that. Or, do you think a balanced approach with some
development in exchange for 60 percent of the site being preserved and opened at no cost to taxpayers is preferable? The
Hills Preservation Plan provides that opportunity as well.
Both sides have an opportunity to see their vision realized.
What else can possibly be done here? Let’s get this done and
move on. Let’s put some of that "Hills" persistence into fixing
and improving our parks – and support the plan that will
finally result in the fences coming down that surround Coyote
Hills.
Brian Bartholomew Fullerton
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Lack of open
space will
affect future
generations.
Fullerton high
school students
came out in
support of
saving the hills
as open space
in this photo
of a 2011
demonstration
in downtown
Fullerton.

Chevron: The Great Hope
Since every inch of Fullerton and neighboring cities
dirt has been built upon except for the open property
Coyote Hills, no Champion of Justice has remained
silent. Chevron owns the property and has property
rights for use. The residents of Fullerton and nearby
cities claim the right to protect their residents from
further intrusions into their mature cities. No clear
thinking person on either side disputes existence of
the lifestyle changes facing over 600,000 residents in
the nearby five cities once the homes are built.
There is a resolution that will satisfy and acclaim
Chevron as a protectorate of these residents: Chevron
favors the needs of 600,000 residents declining favor-

ing their commercial interest in housing 750 families.
The outcome is Chevron Wilderness Park – a successful resolution by private property meeting the needs
of a mature city rather than causing increased transportation congestion, liability, water use, school
needs, and loss of open park space. Only Chevron, as
the Great Hope, can save it for its best use by realistically pricing their property using a combination of
write-offs and purchase prices.
Then, and only then, do they favor their thousands
of residents by declining prospective 760 families
view lots looking out upon those remembering what
it could have been. The Great Hope will then be
remembered for saving Fullerton.
Wendell Hanks La Mirada

Friends Ask Is It A Good or Bad Deal for Residents?
Last month the Observer published a letter reporting
that the California Coastal Commission turned down
the Banning Ranch project in Newport Beach due to
an incomplete development proposal. Early this
month, Orange County Judge Robert Moss, ruled
against the developer in the Madrona Project lawsuit
in Brea on multiple issues. The lead plaintiff, Hills for
Everyone, has pursued preservation of the Madrona
property for 16 years. If it had not been for the diligence and perseverance of the citizens of Newport
Beach and Brea, multiple grievous faults with the
respective development proposals would have gone
undetected and the projects would have been
approved as initially presented.
The Friends of Coyote Hills has actively sought
preservation of West Coyote Hills for 14 years. The
Friends have always been open to acquisition of the
Hills. After the 2010 Council rejection of the development plan, Chevron’s development arm Pacific
Coast Homes (PCH) filed a million dollar lawsuit
against the City.
The Friends of Coyote Hills filed a CEQA lawsuit
against the City after it approved the PCH project in
2011, reversing the 2010 rejection of the development
proposal.
In 2012 the Friends launched a successful referendum, Measure W, with 61% of voters rejecting the
Development Agreement between City and PCH.
Unfortunately, the City chose to ignore Measure W
and the will of the people.

The Friends, the City, PCH, and the Open Coyote
Hills group began the Path Forward discussions in
2013. The change in PCH's stance as a willing seller
was eagerly embraced. The eagerness soon dissipated
with the release and approval of the current VTTM #
17609 and Exhibit A Conditions of Approval passed
in a 6-1 vote by the Planning Commission at its
October 22nd meeting.
The conditions are extremely stringent. The price
tag, based on 2015 "highest & best use," is much
higher that what was discussed during the Path
Forward discussions. The one-year acquisition time
limit is inadequate for most typical 1-3 year grant
cycles. For instance, the million dollar Mysun grant,
recently received by the Friends, stipulates a four year
payout. So, is Chevron really a willing seller?
Government agencies, US Fish & Wildlife Service
& California Department of Fish & Game, recognize
the flora and fauna value of the property.
If Fullertonians want West Coyote Hills preserved
as a nature park respite within our fast growing city
and region, they must raise their voices, write letters
and
email
the
city
council
at
council@ci.fullerton.ca.us.
Without community interest, support and commitment, West Coyote Hills will be a disappointing lost
opportunity for a park and preserve.
Helen Higgins Fullerton
(a member of Friends of Coyote Hills)

Profits over People

ing profits from their investments in oil and gas production. However, when the wells went dry, their
entitlement attitude and influence over the city found
supporters among some elected officials and a few
influential citizens for their next assault on increasing
profits. Their plan: Houses had to be built on these
once oil producing hills. This attitude was challenged
by a referendum called Measure ‘W’ in which voters
overwhelmingly rejected the proposed Chevron construction plan of 760 houses on Coyote Hills.
However, legal language interpreted by some city officials resulted in no-action by the city. Thus the return
of the Chevron Dragon.
A minority is wagging the dragon’s tail as they have
the power, the influence, the funds and motivation to
eliminate the last open space in North Orange
County. Remember, “it takes a village”, get involved,
understand the issues and inform your elected officials
of your desires.
DH Fullerton

There is something uniquely American about placing personal property rights ahead of community
well-being, a kind of frontiersman entitlement attitude from the pre-industrial era that persists to this
day. Everything around us since then has changed,
but not that attitude. I subscribe to the ethos of “it
takes a village” – we’re going to either make it or break
it - together.
The Chevron Corporation, as powerful as it is and
with resources to hire the best advisors, is still subject
to whimsical fantasies about what the majority of city
citizens may desire for their environment, their city
and their future.
Yes, Chevron owns the land in the eyes of the law.
They drained the resources from beneath the earth
following the regulations and rules set forth in the
zoning laws of the city. They capitalized on produc-
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text & photos by Mike Ritto AllMedia@sbcglobal.net

CHRIS BEARD
Ever meet someone who you instantly
connected with? If you met Chris that
probably happened. I am moving my
office so out goes a ton of old paperwork
and while sorting through it all I found a
copy of the Observer from September of
1998.
In that fateful “The Last Boulevardier”
column readers discovered what Chris had
already told me, matter of factly, that he
had been handed “a death sentence”. I am
not writing this to bring anyone down,
but there seems to be a reason I not only
saved it but found it, re-read it, and could
not get it out of my head.
We held an overwhelmingly successful
fundraiser for his treatment and for a time
it appeared the evil, wicked, mean and
nasty cancerous tumors were going away.
They refused and we had to say goodbye
in an emotional memorial held at the
Downtown Plaza.
No need to belabor the point of this.
Hopefully you are aware of ‘No Shave
November’ when participants forgo shaving and grooming in order to evoke conversation and raise cancer awareness.
Cancer patients typically lose their hair so
those of us lucky enough to retain our
health and our follicles show it off at bit
for this cause. You should also know in
many cases early detection can mean a
short and comparatively painless procedure followed by ‘normal’ health and a
long life. There you go, Chris has spoken,
see your Dr. and get checked out, soon. I
promise to do the same.

Y THE V?
Some of us were mystified when the
blinking yellow arrows showed up at
Chapman and Commonwealth a few
years ago. Mystified by the arrows? No, by
those who did not “get it.” Seemed like a
great idea, and simple, you can turn when
it is safe instead of waiting through an
entire red light when no traffic is coming
in the opposite direction. Yet some would

just wait and ponder the true meaning.
Yellow means caution? Like a yellow light
just before the red light? Proceed when
safe? Yea, that’s it! Now we can all get our
heads around the next innovation.
According to City Staff planning consultant Heather Allen, the yellow Vs
painted on the pavement are the beginning of a pilot program called Wilshire

Tree Hugger
What was your reaction to that headline? Environmentalists! Hippies chained
to trees so they won’t be cut down for
development or logging purposes! That’s
me!? Etc. We all may have different reactions but I can’t imagine anyone being
happy the ancient ficus tree had to be cut
down in front of the Amerige Brothers

Bike Boulevard. Bicycle boulevard concepts are being tested and guidelines
developed for future permanent bicycle
and pedestrian enhancements for neighborhoods. Some who only drive and do
not walk or bike may wonder why, but
just try doing either on any of our narrow
streets and you will experience a hair raising. We will soon see how this all pans out
and remember, bike riders and pedestrians
are people too. No, they really are, I
promise. (See article next page)
original real estate office.
As you read in the Early November
Observer, (“Goodbye Tree” by Jere Greene
page 17) there was no saving it, but luckily just a couple of years ago many
Fullertonians banded together to save
the aging, historic office. Plans are
underway to use the area where the tree
was for some new landscaping, maybe a
bench, and in the end, we all have to deal
with the fact that everything is transient.

At Left: Fullerton
Heritage members
and volunteers
worked to refurbish the historic
Amerge Bros Real
Estate office now
located next to the
Community
Center on W.
Commonwealth
At Right:
The ancient Ficus
in front of the
Amerige Brothers
Real Estate office
was dying and
had to be removed.
-PHOTO JERE GREENE

NEW BUSINESS COMING TO TOWN
We told you last issue that it appeared a new restaurant would soon open at the former Moon Wok location at 114 W. Commonwealth, and it’s true. Coming from Long
Beach will be Seoulmate, a unique restaurant with Korean food, burritos, hamburgers,
and well, guess we will all find out more when they open. The original just celebrated
their second anniversary in Long Beach.

ONE DOOR CLOSES. AND....
It’s true. When one door closes, another
opens and that’s my take on my abovementioned recent move from my office
upstairs at Roscoes.
I have had an office in our downtown
for decades and will soon return because I
can’t think of another place I would rather
be.
I was OK with working in Pasadena,

Long Beach, San Francisco, Irvine, Los
Angeles and other places but downtown
Fullerton is it for me, so soon I will be
heading back. The ‘commute’ sure is nice
too. I will continue to roam the streets in
search of the latest Downtown news and
look forward to a new adventure. Now, if
I can just get my internet connection to
work………still waiting…………
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OUR TOWN CROSSWORD

Fullerton Photo Quiz

“HAPPY FALL Y’ALL” by Valerie Brickey (answer key on page 19)

QUESTION:
WHY DO MANLY FIREFIGHTERS DRESS IN PINK
AND MARCH DOWNTOWN EVERY YEAR?
WHAT IS THE CAUSE THEY SUPPORT?
SEND YOUR ANSWER TO MIKE at AllMedia@sbcglobal.net

LAST ISSUE’S
QUESTION:

ACROSS

What street is this in
the photo at right?

ANSWER:
Many of you
recognized Raymond
Avenue just south of
Commonwealth, even
though it looks completely different now.
Everyone loves Raymond.

Bike Boulevard Features May Stump Drivers
To study how best to construct a Bike
Boulevard, the city is installing a number
of traffic calming features along Wilshire
Boulevard from Pomona to Acacia, most
notably traffic circles. The intent is to
both reduce the number of vehicles and
the speed at which they travel, thereby
making the street safer for cyclists and
pedestrians.
Since traffic circles are relatively uncommon in the US, especially on the west
coast, some drivers will be understandably
confused on how to navigate these circles
when making left turns. It may be count-

er-intuitive, but to go left you must first
move right of the traffic circle. In other
words you need to veer slightly right and
start past the circle before turning left (see
pictures with directional signs in Mike
Ritto's feature on page 6).
Try them out. Once you get the hang of
it you may even find you like them.
Fullerton has a permanent one on
Valencia Mesa near St. Judes. Orange and
Long Beach have large ones (often called
Roundabouts or Rotarys). They are universal in much of the world and are making a comeback in the United States.-VB

Fullerton Factory to Close
The multi-billion dollar ($29.1 billion
in net sales in 2014) Kraft Heinz company announced that it will be closing 6
manufacturing plants in the US and one
in Canada within the next 12 to 24
months, including the Fullerton factory.
The company’s 450 employees at the
26-year-old Fullerton location on E.
Walnut Ave. and Raymond, produce
Oscar Mayer Lunchables.
The company will be moving production from the 7 closing plants to its other
factories in North America. The factory
closings are planned to reduce redundan-

cies for the new company formed of a
merger between Kraft and Heinz earlier
this year.
The company is now the third largest
food and beverage company in North
America and the fifth largest in the world,
with 8 one billion dollar brands.
Brands include Jell-O, Kool-Aid,
Classico, Grey Poupon, Capri Sun,
Maxwell House, Ore-Ida, Oscar Mayer,
Philadelphia, Planters, Weight Watchers,
Velveta, Hoing, Plasmon, Quero, Heinz
and Kraft Brands and more. It operates in
26 countries world-wide.

1. Scrub, as a mission
6. Mrs. Lincoln’s maiden name
10. Not much
14. Cowboy exhibition
15. Mon petit ___, sweetheart
in French
16. German river and wine region
17. FALL
20. Spiritual bus.?
21. 24-hr. banking convenience
22. Mao ___-tung
23. Gullet
26. Words of clarification, in Latin
28. Kitchen appliance
31. “The Third Man” writer Graham
33. Large coffee holder
34. Singer Garfunkel
35. Lizards

DOWN
1. Liberal ___
2. ___ chic (hippie fashion style)
3. Poetry college?
4. Late ‘90’s syndicated show
featuring unusual news stories
5. “Good point!”
6. Horned Frogs sch.
7. Physics unit
8. Give to a good cause
9. Kansas song “___in the Wind”
10. Santa ___ winds
11. Keep the turkey moist
12. Dan Blocker of “Bonanza”
biography?
13. Former CIA director George
18. Craggy peak
19. Marshall Mathers
24. Shrek, for one
25. Newspaper story
27. Art ___
28. Clever laundromat name
29. “South Park” co-creator Parker
30. One way to record music

39. FALL
43. Louisiana music
44. Scoundrel
45. Elvis’s record label
46. Exams
48. Autumn drink
50. Taper off
53. Old sailor, in slang
55. Smidge
56. ___ Lanka
58. ___ fever (tropical illness)
62. FALL
66. ___ list
67. Thailand, once
68. Current Bond, Daniel ___
69. Singles
70. ___ Spumante
71. Spooky
32. “My stars!”
34. Auth. unknown
36. Member of a Middle Eastern
ethnic group
37. Fairy tale opener
38. Christmas tree topper
40. Took off
41. Most frozen
42. Astronaut’s insignia
47. “Leave it ___” (don’t change)
48. Strong-arm
49. Give the cold shoulder
50. Build on
51. Red ___ (fighter pilot)
52. Home
54. Guided missile destroyer, abbr.
57. Civil rights activist Parks
59. ___ gum (food thickener)
60. International org. sequel?
61. Slight advantage
63. Opposite of neg.
64. Sombrero, e.g.
65. Brit. record label
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NEIGHBOR TO NEIGHBOR WARNINGS

Beware of Door-to-Door
Roof Repair Scam by Tim Nordyke
During the last major rainfall, we had
a massive leak that stained a large patch
in the living room. We had to remove
insulation in the attic and decided then
to expedite the roof replacement and
finance it if necessary.
Since we were interested in fixing the
roof on the home in advance of the El
Niño rainstorms that are predicted for
this winter, we were open to the offer for
a full roof replacement made to us on
October 6th by a door-to-door representative of Pacific Home Works of
Torrance.
During the sales pitch the representative told us that if I could tear a sheet of
the roofing material I would get the roof
for free. However, after I successfully did
that the deal changed.
We knew the roof had problems
because it had been damaged last August
when workers hired to repair rafter tails
by the former owner of the home
botched the job. In that case the City of
Fullerton inspector signed off on the
work although there were blatant violations of the state building code. (See “A
Homeowner’s Nightmare” page 5 Mid
October 2014 Fullerton Observer under
the “Past Issues” link at www.fullertonobserver.com).
Pacific Home Works made a deal for a
complete roof replacement at $13,500
with no-interest one year financing
through its loan company. We paid a
$1,000 deposit and the work was set to
start after Halloween, and by November
9th at the latest. The representative said
that the great deal was due to use of
some leftover stock from a previous job
that they had just completed a few
weeks earlier. He called his manager several times to verify and reserve the material for our job while he was sitting with
us. He also said that they had a job
opening for me due to my knowledge of
roofing and construction. Both offers
turned out to be lies.
During the interim, I called the office
several times trying to schedule an
appointment with the foreman so that
they could discuss what preparations we
needed to make in advance. But 28 days
passed and no one called back. Finally
on November 3rd I called the office five
times and finally got a promise that the
foreman would call me back the same
day, but that did not happen.
On the morning of November 4th, I
got a call from Pacific Home Works saying that the job would cost an additional $6,000 which must be paid or the
company could not do the job.
I told the representative that we had a
signed contract and asked why they had
waited until the 11th hour to re-negotiate the terms. He said that the sales rep
did not have the authorization to make
that kind of deal and that he had been
fired. This also turned out to be untrue
as I talked with the sales rep the next day

and he stated that he was still employed
by Pacific Home Works.
The kicker is that after signing the
contract, sending the deposit, and
applying for a loan of $12,500 through
their finance company to pay for the
remaining balance, we received approval
for a $18,500 loan, exactly $6,000 more
than we applied for (presumably they
knew we would be needing $6,000
more than we applied for.)
I have tried calling several other roofing companies. Most are booked
through February of 2016. So now I
have no companies that will replace the
roof before the rains without charging a
huge price. And, because I took out
money to pay the deposit from my
retirement account, I also have a tax
penalty.
Before signing with the company Mr.
Nordyke checked the company’s website at
www.pacifichomeworks.com which he
thought looked legitimate. However, he
says, there are many branches of Pacific
Home Works and all apparently do not
operate in the same fashion. To date the
company has been unresponsive and he has
not received reimbursement of his deposit.
He has since filed complaints against
the Torrance branch and is hoping to warn
other homeowners by telling his story.

What Can People Do?
•Check with the Better Business
Bureau at www.bbb.org and read the
complaint history. A check of the Pacific
Home Works of Torrance on the Better
Business Bureau site shows 65 complaints which according to the BBB
have been remedied by the company.
The BBB still gives the company an A+
rating because it took care of the complaints listed. You can also make a complaint on the BBB site.
•Get the contractors license number
and run a check on it at
www.cslb.ca.gov. Unfortunately this
does not always tell the full story of a
company but will tell you if the company has a license. A check with the CA
Contractor’s Licensing Board shows
that Pacific Home Works Inc of
Torrance has an active contractor’s
license #784477 registered to Marcus
Brian Mac. However, the agent, who
must also be licensed is using another
agent’s number which is against the law.
•Check for complaints on YELP,com.
A check of the company listed under
“Pacific Homeworks” with the same
address shows 118 negative complaints
on YELP.com and a now closed previous
Yelp listing under Pacific Home Works
also has a series of negative reviews.
•Call the Fullerton Police Dept. fraud
unit at 714-738-6717 to report these
kinds of scams. The police department
is in charge of issuing door-to-door
licenses.
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Cat Bite by Jim Armstrong
I arrived at the ER of St. Jude Hospital in
Fullerton about 6:20 Saturday morning
Most of us have used or heard these and was lucky to find no one waiting ahead
words all our lives. Their effect is usually of me. Within fifteen or twenty minutes,
satisfying. Cats may not come when called I’d guess, I was lying on the first bed and a
as dependably as dogs do, but they rarely nurse was putting a needle in a vein of my
pass up an offer of food. Before or after the left forearm. She took some blood samples
food, they may nuzzle your ankles or jump and then connected the carefully taped-on
needle to a pump and monitor for the bag
into your lap. It’s a time-tested recipe.
Once in a while, though, something goes of antibiotic fluid hanging from a hook
wrong. There’s a short circuit. It went overhead. The fight was on.
As I write, it is nearly a month since my
wrong for me on September 24th when I
was feeding the neighbors’ cat for them cat bite, and I’m healing but not recovered.
while they were on vacation. The first two I learned only a week ago from one of the
four or five doctors who ralfeedings went well. The young
lied to my side that the
male cat met me at the door and
vicious infection was finally
followed me to the kitchen,
I learned
beginning to subside. Until
purring and rubbing against my
ankles. I retrieved the empty only a week ago then, I was afraid it was getfood bowl from the end of the that the vicious ting worse.
After two five-day stays in
dining room table, took it to the
infection was
St. Jude, I came home with a
kitchen, filled it with a small
finally begin- needle in a deeper vein of my
portion of a ground meat patty,
and returned it to its place, ning to subside... left upper arm, and a few
where the cat was waiting.
I want to share hours later a visiting home
nurse connected that needle
The third time, as I reached for
my concern
to a small pump and a bag of
the empty bowl, the cat lunged
antibiotic fluid I’m still carrywith other
at me and sank its teeth into the
ing with me in a small black
back of my hand. I yelled, and
unsuspecting
bag slung round my neck.
the cat ran away down the hall
people Tomorrow it will be two
while I found some Kleenex and
wiped up the blood. The small especially kids... weeks since I began carrying
the bag, and my infectious
puncture wounds soon stopped
disease specialist guesses I may
bleeding, and I filled the bowl
need to carry it at least two
and left the house about 8:30 in
more weeks, maybe four.
the morning.
I’ll forgo describing the long hours of
About six hours later my hand began to
hurt more, and I could see that the area constant interruptions and frequent tests in
around the bite marks was reddening and the hospital, especially the misery of the
swelling. That’s when I decided to go to MRI and the awful post-op pain of the surmy computer and do some online research, gery to remove infectious fluid accumulatspecifically on rabies and tetanus (also ed in my hand. Instead, I want to share my
called lockjaw). Most domestic cats and concern about how many other unsuspectdogs are routinely vaccinated for rabies, but ing people—especially kids—may be bitten
I wasn’t sure about tetanus. I called my or scratched by cats. And I want to urge
doctor’s office and made an appointment every reader to learn more and share their
knowledge about the terrible infectiousness
with her assistant the next morning.
Friday morning, September 25th, I was of a cat bite.
The cat that bit me may be exceptional—
the first patient to sign in, and after hearing
my story, the doctor’s assistant gave me a as exceptional as a psychotic human
tetanus shot (I couldn’t remember when I’d being—but any cat carries an huge variety
last had one) and a prescription for a broad- of infectious bacteria in its mouth, and
spectrum oral antibiotic, which I took right transfers those bacteria to its claws by lickaway to my pharmacy. She also warned me ing and grooming. Whether it lives indoors
that if things weren’t better by Saturday or outdoors, the sweetest and most playful
morning, I should go to the hospital emer- of cats may accidentally scratch or nip its
gency room and ask for intravenous antibi- owners or visitors. If that happens, the vicotics, which would be much more effective tim should get to the emergency room as
soon as possible.
than the oral ones.
Enjoy your kittys. No need to avoid
I took two doses of the oral antibiotics
during the rest of the day, but the pain and them or quarantine them. But please take
inflammation and swelling increased, mov- that nip or scratch seriously.
ing across my right wrist and up my foreJim Armstrong is a local resident and
arm. At bedtime I resolved to go to the ER
Fullerton College Professor Emeritus
Saturday morning if there was no improvement.

“Here, kitty. Here,kitty, kitty, kitty.”
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Titan Sophomore #7 Connie Caliz seemed to be everywhere, seen
above (center), clearing a ball from a Long Beach attack.

Below:
Titan Senior
midfielder Christina
Burkenroad makes
an aggressive play
on the ball.

-PHOTO BRYAN CROWE

-PHOTO BRYAN CROWE
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Above: Titans Head Coach Demian Brown and the team members celebrate
their third consecutive Big West Championship. -PHOTO MICHAEL FOO

CSUF Womens
Soccer Heads
to the NCAAs

by Bryan Crowe
The women’s soccer team from
Cal State Fullerton earned their
third
straight
Big
West
Tournament Championship, and
with it an automatic bid to the
NCAA Tournament, courtesy of
a 1-0 victory over the 49ers from
Long Beach State. With the win,
CSUF improves to 16-3-1 on the
year.
"I couldn't be more proud of
the women and the program at
this point," Cal State Fullerton
head coach Demian Brown said.
"Going into the game, it was
always going to be one of those
games where it wasn't necessarily
based on skill; you had to grind it out and
be tougher than your opponent. Our
women really stepped up and did that.”
The lone goal scored in the 56th minute
by freshman Alba Barrios was the decider,
but far from the whole story. In a game
that was at times sloppy, there were many
contributions, both offensively and defensively. Titan junior goal keeper Jennifer
Stuart, as she did all season, shut out Long
Beach, stopping six of six shots on goal.
Sophomore Connie Caliz, seemed to be
everywhere, constantly defending and

Mikayla Rinker, Lauren Le, Kelsey Ratelle and Hannah Harkins

Fullerton High Tennis Captures
MVP & 3 All-Leaguers

challenging from her midfield position.
The combo of dominant seniors Rebecca
Wilson and Christina Burkenroad, kept
the offensive pressure on. Wilson’s athletic spinning shot, which was deflected by
Long Beach keeper Imani McDonald, left
the goal open, leading to the winning shot
by Barrios.
Senior Christina Burkenroad earned her
second straight Big West Tournament
MVP award, posting a Hat Trick and 7
points in the semifinal match against
Santa Barbara. In the final she booked two
shots, with one on goal.
"I wasn't expecting it,”
said Burkenroad, of being
named MVP. “To compete
with such great teammates, I just feel very honored.”
The Titans drew a road
match against the Trojans
of USC to begin their run
in the 2015 NCAA
Tournament.
At Left:
Titan Senior midfielder
Christina Burkenroad
receives the Big West
Tournament MVP award.
-PHOTO MICHAEL FOO

The Fullerton High School Girls' tennis team had another exciting season,
qualifying for CIF.
They did this
although many of the players are
involved with the International
Baccalaureate program and travelling
out of state with the former National
Champion Speech and Debate team.
Fullerton Tennis also had a great
showing during the Freeway League
finals. FUHS had two of the final four
singles players and one of the final four
doubles team. Mikayla Rinker and
Lauren Le made it to the single semifinals while Mikayla advanced to the
finals. Hannah Harkins and Kelsey

Ratelle made it to the doubles semifinals.
Later in the month of October
Mikayla Rinker qualified for the
Individual CIF tournament and attained
the Most Valuable Player award in the
league for the second straight year.
Lauren Le and Kelsey Ratelle are backto-back all-leaguers, while Hannah
Harkins made the all-league team for
the first time.
Though the varsity tennis team lost a
CIF match at Trabuco Hills, all of the
girls played well and had great support
from their families and friends.
- Coach Leon Palmisano

EDUCATION NEWS
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Reading Volunteers in the Classroom
“You’re never too
old, too wacky,
too wild, to pick
up a book and
read to a child.”
- DR. SEUSS

Contact principals at your
local school to
volunteer
to
become a reader
in the classroom.
At Left:
Former Fullerton
Librarian Kathy
Dasney reads to
Sharon QuirkSilva’s class.

Kids Rule!
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by Francine Vudoti

BEING THANKFUL FOR WHAT WE HAVE
(FUN FACT ALERT: my article is filled with fun facts)
Since thanksgiving is approaching,
I’ve been thinking a lot about it.
Thanksgiving means to be thankful for
what we have. Sometimes kids forget to
be thankful for the things they have.
They just keep wanting more and more
even when there is no more space to
keep their toys in their houses.
(hmmmnnn… that is kind of how I am.)
I mean look at those who don’t have
homes, children who don’t have toys or
even technologies like we have! Those of
us who have the things we need keep
wanting more. Maybe it is time that we
don’t just think of getting more and
more. Maybe we should just be thankful with what we have.

HIGH SCHOOL BOARD HIGHLIGHTS
by Vivien Moreno
The Fullerton Joint Union High School District Board
meets at 7:30pm on the 2nd & 4th Tuesdays of each
month at district headquarters, 1051 W. Bastanchury Rd.,
714-870-2800. See the agenda at www.fjuhsd.net

support special populations of low income
students and English learners as well as
supporting AP and IB testing and training
for students. This year the statistical data
was mostly unrelated because of the major
transformations California school assessments are undergoing. Some tests have
become irrelevant; like the California
High School Exit Exam and the COMPASS test that will be given to only a few
juniors this spring.
The new tests like the CAASPP
(California Assessment of Student
Performance and Progress) with its
embedded Early Assessment Program
(EAP) questions for 11th graders will
establish baseline information. The EAP is
designed by the Cal State and the UC systems to determine if a student is in need
of remedial courses. The plans are sometimes placed on the school’s website, but if
you can not find it there, you can request
to see it.
•NEW PROGRAMS: Student progress and
achievement is not measured by tests
alone. The principals from each school
spoke about exciting programs that propose to further engage and educate students. For example:
Buena Park, the Coyotes are continuing to enhance more of their educational
programs with technology to engage and
reach students with new approaches.
Fullerton worked hard to lower the
number of long-term English Learner students and reclassified many of them as
language proficient. They are also developing new STEM pathways that will
include artistic elements in the Biology,
Engineering, Arts, Sciences & Technology
pathway for juniors and seniors.

REGISTRATION
IS NOW OPEN!
• INDOOR & OUTDOOR LESSONS
• PRE-COMPETITIVE CLASSES
• WATER POLO SKILLS CLASSES
• PARENT & TOT LESSONS

Since they taught us in school about
doing research to learn about things, I
am getting addicted to researching just
about anything. This time, I researched
about Thanksgiving and here are some
fun facts for you.
(Fun FACT!) Did you know that
Thanksgiving is a Christian Holiday?
According to the National Geographic
Kids, thanksgiving celebration had its
origin in 1621 when people back then
celebrated good harvest with feast and
thanksgiving. However, the first ever
recorded Thanksgiving Day that included praying took place two years after in
1623 in Plymouth, Massachusetts.
The colonists thanked God when
it finally rained after two
months.
(Fun FACT) Did you know
that we have to thank a magazine
editor for campaigning to have a
National Thanksgiving Holiday?
Sarah Josepha Hale, editor of
Godley’s Lady’s Book magazine,
led the campaign to have a
National Thanksgiving Holiday.

NOVEMBER 3 FJUHSD BOARD MEETING
Next Meeting Nov. 17 at 7:30pm
•TEACHER SHANNON REGLI HONORED:
The November 3rd board meeting honored Troy AP Chemistry teacher Shannon
Regli for achieving the Western Region
Excellence in Teaching Award from the
OC American Chemical Society
Education Committee.
•LA HABRA CHAMBER PROVIDES
$22,000 GRANT & MENTORING: The
board and LHHS Principal Karl Zener
celebrated the relationship between the La
Habra Chamber of Commerce and the
MBA students at La Habra High School.
The members of the Chamber
Partnership Program provide internships
and mentoring for students and this year
they provided a $22,000 grant to polish
and expand the Highlander Hub school
store. The store started operating out of a
janitor’s storage closet selling LHHS spirit wear as well as the student’s daily necessities like binders and stationary supplies.
With a new area, more MBA students
work at the store and gain real life business experience.
•SCHOOL REPORTS & TESTING: The
principals from all sites presented their
Single Plans for Student Achievement
(SPSA). These reports are used to provide
statistical data to compare different student populations from one year to the
next. The SPSA includes much more and
this year may be the best one to discover
what your local school site offers. The
report states the school’s individual mission statement and vision of how to
engage students and increase their learning levels. It addresses planned improvement goals, what money will be allocated
to these programs and school site council
recommendations.
This report secures federal money to

2015

(Fun FACT) Did you know
that Thanksgiving used to be celebrated twice a year?
In 1863, President Abraham
Lincoln declared two National
Thanksgiving Holidays - one in
August to celebrate the Battle of
Gettysburg and the other in
November for “general blessings.”
HAPPY THANKSGIVING!!!
Observer columnist Francine is a local 9-year-old student who enjoys writing,
video games, playing piano, composing music and playing with friends and family.

La Habra has successfully opened
access to many more students to participate in Advanced Placement classes (AP)
along with strong tutorial support and
parent outreach.
Sonora is also working hard to increase
participation in its strongly supportive IB
and AP program.
Troy is expanding its highly successful
AP and IB programs as well as supporting
its growing AVID program that offers
long term support to students throughout
their high school years.
Sunny Hills has an exciting new program, “Think Again,” that offers alternatives to students who have made poor
choices and allows them to stay in school
rather than be suspended. This program
addresses the whole student’s life and
offers solutions that will help students
succeed.
All principals stated that they would be
strongly emphasizing all students complete an ‘a-g’ required set of courses
(which will qualify them for entry into the
UC and Cal State systems). Almost all of
the schools now have embedded tutorial
time during the school day to help students who have additional needs in reading, writing and math skills.
Dr. Singer praised the hard work and
thoroughness of the reports. He was particularly impressed with Buena Park’s
giant increase to 62% of all seniors achieving their ‘a-g’ requirements. He also commended Principal Whitten at Sunny Hills
High School for the 10% expansion of
students taking an AP or IB course this
last year.

Trustee Buchi enjoyed the honest celebration of achievements balanced with the
clear mandates on areas in need of
improvement.
Trustee Montoya commented favorably
on the recurring themes of supporting the
English learners and Students with
Disabilities across the schools and teacher
and student efforts to improve grades.
Trustee Hathaway asked for clarification on the COMPASS test and when it
would be phased out. Dr. Kaufman,
Assistant Superintendent of Educational
Services, commented that this spring
would be the last time students in
FJUHSD would be taking it.
Randon Zahlout, Student Board
Member, commented on how the reports
reflect the various and unique cultures of
each school site. He was also glad to see a
change in the COMPASS, as he did not
place a lot of confidence in its accuracy of
placement from his past experience.
•GRADUATION REQUIREMENT CHANGES:
Dr. Jennifer Williams presented two proposed changes to the current graduation
requirements. One follows 2012 CA education legislation (AB 1330) that states
that a CTE course may be legitimately
used to replace a required fine arts or
world language class. This legislation is
projected to expire in 2017 if not extended by the legislature. The second proposal
is to review the computer literacy requirement that most incoming freshman students take in summer school. She hopes
to rewrite the course curriculum to reflect
the integrated use of Google Docs.
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Gold Medalist Jonathan Kim

Lookout points along Fullerton's Panorama Trail provide visitors
with spectacular views of Orange County.

VIDEO OBSERVER

by Emerson Little

Take a Hike to the Summit!
I’m sure most Fullerton residents have
leftover Halloween candy sitting around
the house, so the best way to burn off
those calories is by taking a hike at one of
Fullerton’s many hiking trails.
One of the best trails winds through
Vista Park and Panorama Nature Preserve,
located on the corner of State College and
Bastanchury. I want to encourage
Fullerton residents to walk and check out
the park and its surrounding hiking trails.
To see what the hike might look like,
check out my newest video on YouTube at
https://youtu.be/A4lBjt0KHrw.
Visitors can start by parking in a lot off
State College Boulevard. There’s a small,
paved walkway that leads up to the
Summit House Restaurant. The path is
surrounded by drought resistant and
native California plants that provide a
breath of fresh air for walkers.
California native plants tend to grow
close to the ground and require little
attention to survive. Since the state of
California is in a drought, many local residents are replacing their lawns and gardens with drought-resistant plants. By
walking through the Summit House’s garden, individuals can get ideas for their
own yards. Most of the plants are marked
with labels that provide more information.
As you walk further along, you’ll be able
to spot trees with leaves changing for the
fall. The red, yellow, orange, and green
leaves add to the scenery as you make your
way up the pathway.
Once you’ve reached the top of the
path, you’ll find yourself at the Summit
House Restaurant, which is an exquisite
eatery that offers a variety of foods. There
is a grassy area with gazebos where weddings and other events are held. Trees are
planted throughout the area and the beautiful fall colors are easy to distinguish.
To get to the Panorama Nature
Preserve, just safely walk across the
Summit House parking lot until you
reach a green gate. There should be a sign
next to the gate that reads “Park and
Parking Lots Closed Sunset to 7 A.M.”
Once you’ve passed the gate, there will be
a golf course. The trail winds through the
golf course, but soon turns into more of a
desert landscape and provides a clear view
in all directions.
Fullerton’s Panorama trail also provides
hikers with a gorgeous look at the rest of
Orange County, and on the clearest days,

you may even be able to see all the way to
Huntington Beach and Newport.
Along the trail are lookout points with
benches that allow visitors to stop and
take in all the lovely scenery. From these
locations, visitors are provided with a
panoramic view of Orange County. To the
north, you should be able to see Brea,
Yorba Linda, Placentia and Chino Hills.
On a non-smoggy day, you can even see
as far as the Los Angeles skyline and the
Hollywood sign. To the south, the view
includes Anaheim, Orange, Tustin, and
beyond. More drought resistant plants can
be spotted along the sides of the path, but
these aren’t labelled. If you were to continue following the trail to the end, you
would wind up in a residential area on
Skyline Drive.
Several years ago, I hiked up the very
same trail with my friend and my dad to
see the Endeavor fly over Southern
California. We raced up the dirt trail and
stopped at the largest lookout point,
where a crowd of people had gathered to
take pictures of the space shuttle.
I was there with an older camera at the
time, but still managed to take a somewhat decent photo of the Endeavor. It
wasn’t the clearest day, and there was still
quite a bit of smog in the air. Most of my
photographs turned out blurry, but I was
able to record the fly-by, which can be
viewed on my other YouTube page at this
link: https://youtu.be/6NuXDw9ePi0.
Near the top of the hill, close to where I
watched the space-shuttle is a coastal sage
scrub habitat, which is home to many
birds. Occasionally, rare birds show up
like the coastal cactus wren and the
California gnatcatcher.
Every once in a while, you may even
catch a stray bicyclist flying by. At night,
this is the perfect spot for any astronomer,
star-gazer, or time-lapse photographer
(like me) since all the city lights twinkle in
the dark. On the day that I filmed this,
the sky was clear and it was kind of a
warm day. So, I would recommend bringing some water bottles on your hike along
the Panorama Trail.
At home, I took all the footage,
uploaded it to my Sony Movie Studio
Platinum program and created a video. To
view my video, just visit the Fullerton
Observer’s official website, scroll down to
this column and click on the following
link: https://youtu.be/A4lBjt0KHrw.

The 2015 Trinidad & Tobago
Taekwondo Open was held at the
Centre of Excellence in Trinidad and
Tobago. Fullerton resident Jonathan
Kim, 15, participated in the Olympicstyle sparring event and won a gold
medal in the Junior Fin division (weight
99.2 lbs or less).
This was an international event sanctioned by the World Taekwondo
Federation with athletes from 19 countries including USA, Mexico, China,
Brazil, and Canada.
Jonathan fought two athletes from
Trinidad & Tobago and Texas, USA.
Each fight consisted of three rounds of
90 seconds with 30 second breaks.
Jonathan scored 24:0 against Joshua
Chu-For from Trinidad & Tobago. He
landed five head kicks including one
back-hook kick. During his second
fight, he scored 7:3 against Khoa
Ho from Texas, USA.
Jonathan started his training at
five years old with the US
Taekwondo Master Jang Hwan
Kim in La Mirada and has been
competing in the Olympic style
sparring for six years. He is currently a third degree blackbelt and
ranked 48th internationally in
Junior Fin division. His goal is to
win a gold medal at next year’s
Junior World Championship and,
ultimately, go to the Olympics in
2020.
At Right: Jonathan (at center)
with his coaches, two time Olympic
gold medalist Master Tae Kyung Ha
on the left and 1998 Asian Game
gold medalist Master Keun Moo
Ryu on the right at the Trinidad &
Tobago Taekwondo Open.

Book Your Holiday Party
in one of our festive banquet rooms &
receive a special gift!

Call Sherry at 714-879-4022
Feel the spirit!

There’s always a reason to celebrate!
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How Fullerton Residents Are
Represented Will Depend on
New District Voting Boundaries
by Sinh Dang
Community meetings were held in four
areas of the city in November to get resident input on where boundaries should be
drawn. Identical presentations of the
process and examples of possible maps
were presented at each meeting. I attended two of the meetings: Orangethorpe
United Methodist Church on Nov. 4 and
Hope University on Nov 7. They were
both very interesting and informative.
I was very impressed with the work that
Mr. Dave Ely and his staff of Compass
Demographics, and the city staff have
accomplished so far. For those unable to
attend, all of the meeting materials are on
the city website, under “District
Mapping.”
Arriving at the meeting room, residents
were greeted, and after signing in were
given some handouts and invited to enjoy
the refreshments.
On the wall were five sample maps
showing possible boundaries with the city
divided into 4, 5, and 6 districts.
There were more than 40 residents at
the first meeting. After the presentation
by Mr. Dave Ely and his outreach staff,
residents were divided into groups for a
mapping exercise. People delineated distinctive areas of town such as the Sunny
Hill area, the Affluent area, the
Downtown area, the College campuses
with surrounding student living areas, the
Korean community, the Latino community, etc.
In my group, people lumped the area
south of Commonwealth and called it the
“International area” due to the mixed
national origins of the residents.
The idea of having 6 districts surprised
almost all of the attendees. We thought

since we currently have five city council
seats, we would automatically divide into
five districts, but we were told there are
options and opportunity to make different choices.
Mr. Ely indicated that the maps on the
wall were just samples. It will become
more concrete after all the community
input is taken into account and new maps
will be created for additional refining.
The idea of having a citywide elected
mayor was also new. One resident stated
that it was a dumb practice to rotate the
mayor seat among council members.
However, at the next meeting I attended,
the opposite opinion was given.
I am glad I attended the second meeting
though the turnout was much lower. My
group members were more diverse, and
the facilitator productively guided us
through the discussion by asking specific
questions like how many districts we
thought the city should have and where
we would draw the lines.
The response from our group was, 4
districts weren’t enough and 6 districts
would result in too many politicians on
the bench. The idea of having 6 council
member districts plus a major selected by
the whole city made us really uncomfortable. One member indicated that she
liked the rotation of mayor, so that each
representative from each district would
get a chance to be mayor.
A resident asked Mr. Ely if the district
voting maps will be similar to the school
district maps as the school boards are currently working on the same direction but
guided by different consulting firm. Mr.
Ely responded that before completing the
final maps, he will take a look at the district maps to see if the two can be overlapped.
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About 30
residents
attended
the 4th
and final
session
this year
held
Nov. 14
at Sunny
Hills High
School.
At left
residents
explain the
reasoning
behind
their
choice
of district
voting
lines.
PHOTO
J. RANDS

Another questioner asked was what
would happen if a district has no candidate for residents to vote for. Mr. Ely said
that would be rare, but in case that happens, the council will appoint someone
living in that district to fill the empty seat.
Current council members will complete
their terms, so the new district voting
method will be phased in. How that
would be done was not clearly explained.
Another resident asked what would
happen if voters don’t pass this measure?
The response was that there is a 98%
chance that this Voting District Plan will
become reality because if voters don’t pass
it, the court will. If that happens the court
would decide the district boundaries for
us.
Wow! It’s good to know that. It is
important that residents get involved.
After Mr. Ely and his crew redraw the
maps based on the resident input they
have received there will be another set of
meetings held and further fine tuning to
come up with the final map. Mr. Ely will
present the community input gathered at

the 4 first public meetings and show some
potential district maps at the December
15 city Council meeting at city hall.
Voters will be able to see the map well
before the vote takes place in November
2016.

Health Impacts of
Synthetic Turf Study
The Office of Environmental Health
Hazard Assessment (OEHHA) will be
conducting a study of the potential health
impacts associated with playing sports on
synthetic turf and playground mats made
of crumb rubber. The study will include
monitoring air quality and analyzing
chemicals released from crumb rubber
and artificial grass blades and consider
exposures to people of different age
groups from fields throughout California.
To follow progress on the study visit
http://oehha.ca.gov/risk/SyntheticTurfStu
dies.html and register for the Synthetic
Turf list-serve.
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BIKE NOTES
Go Human by Jane Rands
Around the southland billboards, buses,
and online and radio advertisements are
promoting the “go human” campaign to
encourage more people to walk or ride a
bicycle. As well, “go human” is meant to
communicate to drivers to “take extra care
when driving around people walking and
biking.”
“Go human” is an active transportation
(see the early November Observer Bike
Notes for definition) campaign considering two health outcomes. One is wellness.
By choosing to walk or ride a bicycle, one
will reap the benefits gained from exercise,
such as preventing disease and reducing
stress.
But more importantly, “go human” is
aimed at reducing injuries and fatalities of
pedestrians and bicyclists caused by crashes with cars. Drivers are asked to watch
for and stop for pedestrians in the crosswalk and to allow for 3 feet of space when
passing a cyclist to help prevent collisions.
“Go human” also reminds drivers that
pedestrians and bicyclists are people.
Images of real people are superimposed
over the pedestrian or cyclist icon on the
standard highway signs under the slogan,

“It’s not just a sign.” A little girl carrying
books is pictured on a yellow crosswalk
sign stating, “Look for her before you
turn.” A person in riding gear and a helmet is displayed on a “Bikes May Use Full
Lane” sign stating “Give people room to
ride.”
The humanizing imagery is not just
aimed at car drivers. Bicyclists and pedestrians are also targeted. A pedestrian
crossing sign shows a young man in a
crosswalk under the words, “Be on the
safe side.” Followed by, “Cross at the corner or crosswalk.” Above a bicyclist on a
red octagon the slogan says, “No matter
how you roll, stop means stop.” Another
slogan on a green bike route sign with a
directional arrow tells bicyclists, “Go with
the flow. Ride in the direction of traffic.”
We can make our streets safer by recognizing that traffic signs and laws are for a
good purpose, to protect the lives of real
people with whom we share the roads.
The “go human” messaging is just a start
at changing our car-centric streets into a
safe place for pedestrians and bicyclists.
For more encouragement and safety tips
visit gohumansocal.org.

LA UNION
STATION

NORWALK
OPTION

FULLERTON
OPTION

ANAHEIM
ARCTIC
STATION

High Speed Rail by Jane Rands
The California High Speed Rail (HSR)
Authority made a stop in Fullerton on
Mon., Oct. 26 for a Community Open
House. The meeting at the public library
was attended by about 40 people, half of
which were residents of either Fullerton or
neighboring cities and the other half
being representatives of the agency.
Fullerton is one of five cities on the proposed Los Angeles to Anaheim section of
the HSR that had the presentation this
fall because Fullerton is being considered
as a location for an HSR station and
because the track alignment through
Fullerton is still undergoing analysis.
The HSR has already broken ground in
the Central Valley. It will extend from
Anaheim to San Francisco in phase I and
eventually extend from San Diego to
Sacramento upon completion of phase II.
The LA to Anaheim portion will be routed within the existing railroad corridor
that carries freight trains, Amtrak, and
Metrolink. But whether the new track
could have portions above ground and
exactly where 100-foot-wide path for
tracks on the ground would go in an
already built-out town has not been determined.
At the presentation Fullerton was
apprised of the benefits the HSR project is
providing to improve safety on existing
rail. HSR is funding the installation of
the positive train control systems required
by the Federal Railroad Administration.

It is also funding grade separations at the
more dangerous railway intersections with
streets. Additionally, the new tracks could
allow for more frequent Metrolink service
than is currently available.
The presenter also promised improved
public transit, walking and bicycling facilities (frequently referred to as “last mile”
connections) to get riders to HSR stations. Fullerton could potentially be the
recipient of such benefits if the HSR
board decides to install a new station in
Fullerton rather than Norwalk. But there
is also the possibility that no stops and
new stations will be available on the 30
minute ride from LA to Anaheim.
Following the group presentation questions and comments could only be
expressed by the public individually at
one of the six stations staffed by the consultants. The interactive maps on the
oversized touchscreen displays allowed the
public to more closely examine the
intended course of the high speed rail
with the HSR staff.
To review the project plans on line go to
www.hsr.ca.gov. Select the “contacts” link
to submit questions and comments or to
request notifications and updates. The
Supplemental Alternatives Analysis will be
released next year.
The Draft
Environmental Impact Report will be also
be available for review and comment in
2017.

Kneeling: Bobby Melendez, Marti Ramos & Ernie Ramos. Standing: Terri Juarez, Ralph Palacios,
Mary Helen Duenas, Rachel (Gonzalez) Corral, Eloisa Espinoza, Susan Luevano, Carmen
Melendez, Sandra (Arce ) Rubalcalva, Kitty (Duarte) Jaramillo, Diane (Ybarra) Mungia
and Maple Principal, Susan Mercado at Maple Alumni’s Last Dance.

Maple Alumni’s Last Dance
by Bobby Melendez Vice-Chair,
ly with a yearly event to reunite in memoMaple Alumni Committee
ries, friendships and personal life updates
The Maple Alumni Committee (MAC) while at the same time giving them the
hosted its final reunion dance fundraiser opportunity to support current students
for Maple School PTA on Saturday, at the school.
MAC thanks the whole community for
October 31, 2015 at the Fullerton
their
past years of support, especially the
Community Center.
Oldies Artist
following:
Brenton Wood performed live and the
• To our Maple alumni & friends for
sounds of funk, R&B & soul were providtheir
loyal attendance & participation.
ed by the band “Balance.” Over 300
• To the Fullerton Observer
alumni, friends & family
for
featuring Maple Area hisattended. Everyone had a
A unique
torical
articles & press releases
great time!
support
group
for
our
annual reunions.
The 2015 theme was appro•
To
our
underwriting sponfor
Maple
priately titled “Last Dance.”
sors
over
the
years, especially
The Fullerton Elementary
School comes
De
De
Dawson
for continuSchool District had disto
an
end.
ous
support.
allowed MAC to continue
• To Toni (Robles) Aguilera,
using the Maple School PTA
Northrop
Grumman
employee & Maple
tax ID number though it had been using
alumnus
for
sustaining
matching funds
it for 15 years to successfully raise over
throughout
the
years.
$100,000 for Maple School.
• To Dee Dee (Hernandez) Ortiz,
MAC discussed its options. However,
Walmart
Corporation employee & Maple
after it was concluded that functioning as
alumnus
for helping Maple PTA receive
a non-profit agency was cost-prohibitive
several
financial
donations.
and using another non-profit’s tax ID
•
To
the
MAC
membership for their
number (other than Maple PTA’s) could
dedication,
work
efforts and commitcompromise MAC’s goal of supporting
ment.
Maple School, the committee’s decision
No other elementary alumni committee
was to cease its efforts.
comes
to mind. It’s a special feeling to
The Last Dance ended 30 years of
know
that
MAC was formed out of generMaple School reunions that started as
ations
of
families
attending Maple School
family picnics by former Maple students
combined
with
a
vibrant neighborhood
from FUHS class of 1973. The picnics
identity
established
upon lifelong friendevolved into fundraising dances in 1998.
ships.
Thanks
everyone
for all your supThe purpose was to provide former
port.
Maple School students, friends and fami-

PREGNANCY GINGIVITIS

About 40 percent of women develop
gum disease (gingivitis) at some point
in their pregnancies. You may not even
be aware that you have gum disease
because often there is no pain.
Hormonal changes related to pregnancy make women particularly prone
to gum disease. Women who already
have gingivitis will likely find that
their gums will become increasingly
more inflamed, especially if they do
not receive treatment. Research shows
that changes in estrogen and proges-

terone levels associated with pregnancy
affect the nature of the body’s response
to the bacteria responsible for causing
periodontal (gum) infections. These
infections may pose a threat to the placenta and fetus, increasing the possibility of a preterm delivery. This
potential complication alone should
prompt pregnant women to schedule
regular dental visits. If you have any
concerns or questions about any subject relating to the well-being of your
teeth and gums call us.
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by Mark Rosier

At Left:
Jonathan Kim in
CSUF Fall Dance
Theatre playing
through November
22 in the Little
Theatre on campus.

At Left:
Ingrid
Garner as
Vampira
and Jason
Sutton as
the zombie
Captain
Clay on
opening
night (the
role features
John Castro
for the rest
of the run)

PLAN 9 FROM OUTER SPACE AT THE MAVERICK
The Maverick Theatre in Downtown
Fullerton has had a great deal of success in
recent years with sell-out annual productions Night Of The Living Dead and Santa
Claus Conquers The Martians. In it's
fourth year of production, Plan 9 From
Outer Space most certainly lives up to the
quality and entertainment value of the
aforementioned stagings.
Plan 9 From Outer Space is based on
infamous director Ed Wood's cinematic
disasterpiece of the same name credited by
critics and audiences alike as one of the
worst films, if not the worst film in the
history of the celluloid medium. Director
Brian Newell pulls out all of the stops from a Playbill with its content printed
upside down, to his opening stage introduction serving as a tongue in cheek disclaimer for what the audience is about to
experience, and an introduction of the
MLM.
The MLM (Maverick Light and Magic)
team of Lauren Shoemaker and Kyle
Hawkins assist in the projected props
mostly consisting of toys, but also including a credited cameo by Bella Lugosi,
whose participation in the original film
was footage filmed by Woods for a different movie project.
The plot of the tale, while seemingly
unimportant to the overall enjoyment of
the production, consists of narrator alien
Criswell (Spencer Douglas) forewarning
of these space men devising the title’s
Plan 9. The Plan entails their desire to foil
an earthy doomsday plot by resurrecting

dead individuals and causing disarray so
the earthlings will fall in line with the
desire of these space beings.
The cast's performances in their entirety are intentionally over the top, melodramatic and delivered to highlight the
humor and absurdity of the story. In
some ways the story is an homage and a
parody which director Newell states is
about eighty five percent loyal to the original screenplay.
His assembled cast is vastly skilled in
using facial expressions and excessive
reactions to turn the original intended science fiction piece into a multi-laugh-perminute comedy.
The highly entertaining performances
include, but are not limited to, Spencer
Douglas as the narrating alien Criswell
who dictates the laughter-infused tone of
the play from his first appearance on stage
onward; Kevin Garcia who's likeable
portrayals of Danny and the patrolman
both individuals apparently equipped
with particularly low I.Q.s; Sean Coutu as
Jeff Trent who manages to capture the
essence of fine actor William Shatner;
Hannah Noshirvan who portrays Paula
Trent, the stereotypical blonde wife of
Jeff; and Ingrid Garner whose Vampira is
a dead ringer (pun intended) for the film's
character played by Mailing Nurmi.
Garner brings about freakish scares and
raucous laughs without uttering a word.
With a running time of approximately
seventy minutes, and its clever production
elements Maverick Theatre's Plan 9 From
Outer Space serves up plenty of entertainment value unlike its source material's
original film disaster.
The Maverick Theatre's Plan 9 From
Outer Space runs weekends through
November 21.

MAVERICK THEATER
110 E. Walnut Ave., Fullerton
Tickets: 714-526-7070
www.mavericktheater.com
•PLAN 9 FROM OUTER SPACE the
worst movie of all time adapted & directed by Brian Newell opens Nov. 6 and
plays through Nov. 21, Fridays at 8pm,
Saturdays at 6pm and 8pm, and Sundays
at 5pm. Unspeakable horrors from outer
space paralyze the living and resurrect the
dead. $20 ($10/students with ID) Not for
anyone under 7 years old.
•SANTA CLAUS CONQUERS THE
MARTIANS a Maverick original opens
Nov. 28 and plays through Dec. 23 at
8pm Fri & Sat with matinees on Sunday
at 4pm. With Santa Claus kidnapped by
Martians will the children on Earth have
no toys on Christmas Day? $22 ($12/kids
under 12). Tickets are on sale now.

2015

PHOTO BY
JORDAN KUBAT

Below:
Rebeca Montecino
in Cal State
Fullerton’s Fall
Dance Theatre,
PHOTO BY
JORDAN KUBAT

CSUF Award Winning Dancers Perform
Through November 22
Nationally acclaimed Fall Dance Theatre is
coordinated by CSUF Dance Professor Gladys
Kares and runs through November 22, 2015 in
the Little Theatre on campus. Fall Dance
Theatre includes original choreography by students, faculty, and guest artists. CSUF dancers
were recently featured at Washington DC’s
Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts.
Fall Dance Theatre plays at 8pm on
November 19, 20, 21 and at 2pm on November
22. General admission tickets are $14 ($12 with
advance Titan Discount purchase for students,
seniors or with a CSUF ID). All tickets are $14
at the door.
Tickets are available by calling (657) 2783371, 11am-5pm, Monday through Friday.
Online,
tickets
are
available
at
http://www.fullerton.edu/Arts/theatredance/eve
nts.html.

More THEATER
CLAYES PERFORMING
ARTS CENTER
Cal State University Fullerton
800 N. State College, Fullerton
Tickets: 657-278-3371
www.arts.fullerton.edu
•CHARLES DICKENS’ A CHRISTMAS CAROL inspired by the 1951 film
version adapted by Bruce Goodrich,
directed by Jeremy Lewis, opens Nov. 20
and plays through Dec. 13 (8pm, with
matinees at 2pm on Nov. 21 & 22, and
Dec. 5, 6, 12, & 13. In the Young
Theatre. $14

STAGES THEATER
400 E. Commonwealth, Fullerton
Tickets: 714-525-4484
www.stagesoc.org
•IT’S A WONDERFUL LIFE: A
LIVE RADIO PLAY written by Joe
Landry. The beloved American Classic
comes to life as a live 1940s radio broadcast with the help of an ensemble that
brings a few dozen characters to the stage.
Opens Nov. 27 and plays through Dec.
27, Fri & Sat at 8pm and Sun. at 2pm.

LA HABRA HIGH GUILD
at Plummer Auditorium
Chapman & Lemon in Fullerton
Tickets: www.LHHSGuild.com
•BEAUTY & THE BEAST: La Habra
High School Theater Guild presents
Disney's “Beauty And The Beast," at The
Plummer Auditorium. Show times are
Nov. 19 & 21 at 7:30pm and Nov. 21 &
22 at 1:30pm. Presale tickets are $15
online ($20 at the door).

MYSTERIUM THEATER
AT THE LA HABRA DEPOT
311 S. Euclid Ave., La Habra
Tickets: 562-697-3311
www.mysteriumtheater.com
•SWEENEY TODD: THE DEMON
BARBER OF FLEET STREET a musical thriller with music and lyrics by
Sondheim and book by Hugh Weeler
from the adaptation by Christopher Bond
performs through Nov. 22
•ROMEO & JULIET opens December
5th and plays on Sat. & Sundays through
Dec. 20 at 2pm Matinees. Observer
Theater Reviewer Mark Rosier plays the
role of “Prince” in the production.
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by Joyce Mason
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SUFFRAGETTE:

Two Hits

In the U.S. a couple of states had given women the right to vote,
but the amendment guaranteeing this right in every state was not
passed until 1920. A similar suffrage movement in Britain brought
a Parliamentary amendment granting women their voting right
two years earlier. In both countries, suffragettes fought long, difficult battles that involved imprisonment and physical restraint.
“Suffragette” begins in London in 1912 as women become more
vocal and militant in their decades-long battle to vote. Eloquent
and inspiring in her message and demeanor, Emmaline Pankhurst
(Meryl Streep) leads the battle but must stay in hiding because the
London police are trailing her movements fearing that her followers will be revved up by her message and resort to demonstrations
and even violence.
With a screenplay by Abi Morgan (“The Invisible Woman,”
“The Iron Lady”), director Sarah Gavron focuses her movie on the
foot soldiers of the movement, the poor and working class women.
Maud Watts (Carey Mulligan) works in an industrial laundry
which also employs her husband, Sonny (Ben Whishaw). She distracts herself from the oppressively hot and labor intensive work
(men workers can get outside and make deliveries) by her devotion
to Sonny and their young son, George.
Quite by chance, Maud finds herself in the midst of stonethrowing, window-smashing demonstrators chanting, “Votes for
women!” In the crowd is co-worker Violet (Anne-Marie Duff ),
who gradually involves Maud in the cause, convincing her that
conditions for women will never improve until they are able to
vote. As she slowly dedicates herself to this cause, Maud meets
women who serve as role models, one of them being pharmacist
Edith Ellyn (Helena Bonham Carter).
At one point, Maud testifies before Chancellor of the Exchequer
David Lloyd George during hearings to consider a parliamentary
amendment, but again the suffragettes’ hopes are defeated.
Coming out of hiding to stir the women to continue their fight,
Pankhurst makes a brief but powerful speech to the intrepid
women. At great personal sacrifice, Maud grows more and more
committed to the movement as she sees a new meaning to her life.
“Suffragette” ends before the goal of the movement is reached,
but the last scenes fade into actual newsreels from 1913 showing
blocks of women following the casket of one of their leaders,
Emily Wilding Davison, who became a martyr for the movement
and brought world-wide attention to the suffragettes.

STEVE JOBS:

A Hit & a Miss

Presented more like a three-act play than a film biopic, “Steve
Jobs” feels more like a stage play than a movie. Enhancing this
quality is the fast-paced, punchy dialogue created by screenwriter
Aaron Sorkin (“Social Network,” “Moneyball”). The movie is
clear in its intention to avoid huge chunks of Jobs’ life story and
to focus on the moments of tension surrounding the launching of
three major Apple products.
Playing the genius visionary is the very talented Michael
Fassbender, who handles his snappy lines with ease and conviction, and who convinces us that Jobs is difficult and unpleasant to
work with, yet inspires loyalty and trust from those willing to put
up with him. First among these is his marketing manager Joanna
Hoffman (Kate Winslet with a slight Eastern European accent and
dark, unglamorous hair).
We first see Jobs in the tense hours leading up to the 1984
launch of the Mac as he vents his rage on Andy Hertzfeld
(Michael Stuhlbarg) because Andy hasn’t yet come up with a way
to make the computer say hello. The one person who can calm
Jobs somewhat is Joanna, who chides him: “If you keep alienating
people...there won’t be anyone left for it to say hello to.”
Also appearing in the hours before the Mac launch is former
girlfriend Chrisann Brennan (Katherine Waterston) with six-yearold Lisa (Mackenzie Moss)—the daughter for whom Jobs refuses
to accept paternity, despite tests that prove him to be her father.
Chrissann reminds Jobs that the two of them are living on welfare
while he is worth $400 million dollars. Jobs is also ruthless in his
relationship with his old pal and fellow inventor Steve Wozniak
(Seth Rogen), whose ability to write code has made the invention
of the Mac possible.
Acts 2 and 3 of this film cover the launch of the NeXTcube in
1988, again with the added tension of another appearance of
Chrissan and daughter Lisa, played by a slightly older child. Ten
years later, Lisa is now grown and off to an Ivy League college as
she displays some of her father’s prodigious intelligence and strong
personality. By 1998, Jobs is launching his famous iMac and
showing his age and possible poor health with a much leaner look.
Danny Boyle (“Slumdog Millionaire”) directs this film, while
Sorkin bases the screenplay on a biography by Walter Isaacson,
even though Jobs’ family and Apple executives dispute much of
the content.

EVENTS
TUES, NOV 17
•6:30pm: Fullerton City
Council Public Hearing on
Appeal of the Planning
Commission approval of the
Chevron Development Plan for
Coyote Hills at Fullerton City
Hall Council Chambers, 303 W.
Commonwealth. Also on the
agenda: One day outdoor watering restrictions (even addresses
Sat/odd addresses Sun) and additional restrictions, Consideration
of formation of audit committee
appointed by councilmembers,
Cell tower at Nicolas Park,
Medical Cannabis cultivation
ordinance amendment, Outdoor
Billboards, District voting map
update, Police Tows, Closed
Session: Ron Thomas v. Fullerton
legal case; Real property negotiations APN 293-241-07
WED, NOV 18
Assistance
•10am-5pm:
League Holiday Boutique decorations, wreaths, trees, ornaments, holiday clothing & toys.
(continues thru Dec. 19 at regular hours). 233 W. Amerige Ave.,
downtown Fullerton
•8am-1pm: Fullerton Every
Wednesday Certified Farmers
Market at Independence Park
(next to the DMV on Valencia
between Euclid and Highland)
offers fresh produce, eggs, baked
goods, plants and more.
•4pm-7pm: Teen Book to
Movie Club: The Hunger
Games Read the book and come
see the movie, enjoy snacks and
discuss with other teens.
Fullerton Public Library Teen
Room, 353 W. Commonwealth
Ave. For high school students
only. Free

Ron Kobayashi
Jazz Schedule
•Nov. 17, 5pm: Jazz Jam for
instrumentalists and vocalists at
Cafe Primo, 195 W. Center
Street Promenade, Anaheim.
•Nov. 21, noon: performance
with
saxophonist
Ken
Kawamura at 4th Street Market,
201 E. 4th Street, Santa Ana.
•Nov. 21, 8pm: “Jazz is You”
Ron performs with the Thuy
Linh Band at Vietnamese community event at Lac Cam Music,
15041 Moran St., Westminster.
Tickets 714-891-8885
Visit www.carpetcat.com
& OC Live Jazz on
Facebook for more info.
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THURS, NOV 19
•6pm-8pm: Sister City Social
wine tasting with appetizers
including quesadilla, chips &
salsa/guacamole, beef & chicken
skewers, and an array of cookies
for dessert. Come learn about
this year’s trip to Fukui and other
upcoming events for 2016. $20
at Café Hidalgo, 350 N. Harbor
in the Villa de Sol, Downtown
Fullerton. Visit fullertonsistercity.org for more information.
FRI, NOV 20
•8:30am-5pm: Social Justice
hosted by Ethnic
Summit
Studies at Fullerton College
Quad, 321 E. Chapman. 714992-7000 Free
•10am: Senior Thanksgiving
Luncheon with Roast Turkey &
Gravey and entertainment by
Linda
Herman.
Fullerton
Community Center, 340 W.
Commonwealth. $5/under 60
SAT, NOV 21
•10:30am-1pm: Lego Fun
Day at Fullerton Public Library
Osborne Auditorium, 353 W.
Commonwealth features free
Lego and Duplo bricks to play
with for kids 3 to 12-yrs-old.
Free
•12:30pm-4:30pm:
Practice on New SAT/ACT
Tests at Fullerton Public Library
Community Room, 353 W.
Commonwealth. Reserve your
seat by email to fullerton@c2educate.com or by calling 714-7739088.
TUES, NOV 24
•4pm: Thanksgiving Movie
“Ratatouille” After School Club
in the Osborne Auditorium,
Fullerton Public Library, 353 W.
Commonwealth. Free
•7pm: Annual Interfaith
Thanksgiving
hosted
by
Fullerton Interfaith Ministerial
Association features special readings, reflections, and music by
area clergy, lay leaders, and civic
representatives. Free and open to
all. 2225 North Euclid St,
Fullerton.
WED, NOV 25
•8am-1pm: Fullerton Every
Wednesday Certified Farmers
Market at Independence Park.
See listing for Nov. 18.
SAT, NOV 28
•All Day: Shop Local Shop
Small Business Day For every
$100 spent at a local retailer, $68
returns to the community
through taxes and payroll. For
more details call 714-871-3100

MON, NOV 30
•10am & 11am: Baby &
Toddler Storytime in the
Osborne Auditorium at the
Fullerton Public Library, 353 W.
Commonwealth features stories,
songs and fingerplays for kids up
to 3 years old accompanied by an
adult. Free but registration is
required. 714-738-6333
TUES, DEC 1
•6:30pm: Fullerton City
Council Meeting at Fullerton
City Hall Council Chambers,
303 W. Commonwealth. The
agenda includes West Coyote
Hills Resolutions of Support,
District
elections
update,
Approval of final map for tract
16993, Police radios, Affordable
Housing Funding and Mayor
protem Fitzgerald takes her turn
as Mayor.
WED, DEC 2
•8am-1pm: Fullerton Every
Wednesday Certified Farmers
Market at Independence Park.
See listing for Nov. 18.
THURS, DEC 3
•4:30pm-7:30pm: Karaoke
UP! for 18 and over. Fullerton
Community Center, 340 W.
Malvern, Fullerton.
THURS-SUN, DEC 3-6
•7pm: Blood Wedding a play
by Federico Garcia Lorca presented by the Theatre Arts Dept in
the Bronwyn Dodson Theatre on
Lemon, at Fullerton College, 321
E. Chapman Ave. . Call 714992-7150 for more info. $15
FRI & SAT, DEC 4 & 5
•7pm: 22nd Annual Orange
Empire
Chorus
Holiday
Cabaret also features a lunch
show on Sat. at 12:30pm. La
Habra Community Center.
Tickets: 714-871-7675
SAT, DEC 5
•10am-4pm: 46th Annual
Candy Caneland & Craft Faire
at Ehlers Event Center, 8150
Knott Ave., Buena Park, features
a winter wonderland with snow
hill slides, petting zoo, jump
houses, craft area, game booths,
entertainment and visits with
Santa plus over 100 craft vendors
Free shuttle bus runs from Peak
Park, 7225 El Dorado Dr. Free
admission.
12pm-5pm: Winter Market
Beer & Wine Garden is back
with live entertainment, kids
activities including free photo
with Santa and holiday shopping.
Bring an unwrapped toy to
donate to Toys for Tots. Free at

SENIOR
TRANSPORTATION
PROGRAM
Taxi Vouchers
Travel anywhere
within Fullerton
city limits or up to
5 miles beyond.
$12 (value $50)

OCTA
Bus Pass
30-Day Pass
$5 (value $22)
Purchase at the
Fullerton
Community
Center front desk,
340 W.
Commonwealth
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REST IN PEACE • WE REMEMBER YOU

John Gary Holt

Florence Lucille Barmore Schremp
August, 1923 – October, 2015
Florence Barmore Schremp was born
in Whittier, California to Paul Reitzel
Barmore and Rachel Bowen Barmore.
After earning her Bachelor of Arts degree
from Whittier College she and friends
moved to Hawaii until “Island Fever”
brought Flo back to the Mainland. Soon
she met and married Clayton Paul
Tisdale, taught kindergarten in La
Habra, California, and rejoiced in the
birth of their daughter, Paula. Following
the untimely death of Clayton, she and
her infant daughter returned to the
Islands. Shortly before her departure,
mutual friends introduced Flo to
Frederic William Schremp II. This
meeting resulted in their daily correspondence across the Pacific. They married upon Flo’s return to California and
she became mother to Fred’s two children Barbara and Fred III. Within the
year they welcomed Ellen into their
“yours, mine and ours” family.
Flo’s boundless energy found many
outlets including building a pagoda playhouse and a two-story fort for the enjoyment of her children and their neighborhood friends. She also planned memorable family vacations, and helped her
children pursue art, science, school projects and various hobbies. A tireless volunteer, Flo gave generously of her time
to many charitable and social organizations, including the Needlework Guild,
Girl Scouts, the Fullerton Chapter of
FISH, the Fullerton Youth Science
Center, the San Juan Homeowners
Association, Fullerton First Methodist
Church and the PTA.
Flo’s passion for helping others and

making the world a better place were
expressed in many forms. Beyond volunteerism, she participated in a longitudinal study of women’s health issues and
was an active recycler long before it was
fashionable. Some favorite charities
included: Dogs for the Deaf, Gray Bears
of Santa Cruz County, Animal Shelter
Adoption Partners’ “Flo Fund” and
50/50 in 2020, a movement aimed to
reach U.S. Congressional gender balance.
Flo and Fred’s love of travel took them
to every continent. Traveling as a pair, or
with dear friends, they visited Tibet,
China, Egypt, Brazil, Chile, Antarctica,
Russia, Australia, New Zealand, and
much of Europe. This year Flo went to
Disneyland with daughters Paula and
Ellen and granddaughter Barbara; she
also delighted in being able to attend her
granddaughter Annie’s wedding in
Alaska and her grandniece Erin’s wedding in Napa.
Flo will be remembered fondly and
missed dearly by her daughters, Barbara
Bennett, Paula Sanford and Ellen
Perryess, her son, Fred, her six grandchildren, Eric Bennett and Annie Colegrove,
Jessica and Michael Shaw, and Clayton
and Barbara Sanford, her sister and
brother, Jo Mann and Bill Barmore, her
many nieces and nephews, and her dear
life-long friends, as well as her beloved
dog, Lulu.
In lieu of flowers, please send memorial contributions to the Fellowship in
Serving Humanity (FISH) of Fullerton
Inc. P.O. Box 6334, Fullerton, CA
92834

John Gary Holt, 72, passed away peacefully with his wife and loving friends by
his side in the early morning hours of
October 18, 2015 due to complications
from lung cancer.
John was born January 7, 1943 in
Endicott, New York where he lived until
joining the US Marine Corps in 1961. He
was stationed in Camp Lejeune, North
Carolina. Shortly after his honorable discharge he travelled west and settled in the
San Fernando Valley in southern
California where he attended LA Valley
College en route to obtaining his AA
degree. He later relocated to Orange
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County where he attended Orange Coast
College and founded the general contracting business, J&J Builders, which was his
pride and joy. During his 35 years at the
helm of J&J he completed countless largescale projects around the southland,
including several in Beverly Hills.
John was an avid golfer and fierce competitor in and around southern
California, where it was common to see
him on the golf course 3 to 4 times per
week. He ultimately became a member of
the Fullerton Men’s Golf Club and called
Fullerton Golf Course his home. John
enjoyed the game for more than 25 years
and was passionate about competing and
winning. Alongside his FMGC teammates, he competed for more than 20
years in the Southern California Golf
Association Team Play championship. He
contributed significantly to the team’s
perennial “powerhouse” status and helped
lead the team in back-to-back championships in 2012 and 2013.
John is survived by his wife Jan, his sons
and their wives, Donald and Allison Holt,
Timothy, Christopher, and Tammy Holt;
and his grandchildren, Alexander, Tyler,
Johnathan, and Adam. He is also survived
by his brother Edgar J. and sister Cynthia.
Services were held on November 14 at
noon at McAulay & Wallace Mortuary in
Fullerton. In lieu of flowers, donations
may be made to the St. Jude Crosson
Cancer Center by accessing this link:
https://donate.stjudemedicalcenter.org/.

Hal Sheller

Harry Lynn Sheller, Jr., known as Hal,
died October 15, 2015 at home in
Hillsboro, Oregon surrounded by his
beloved family, having lived for over six
years with metastatic prostate cancer.
Hal was born December 21, 1941 in
Fullerton to H. Lynn and Mary Sheller.
He was part of the youth group of
Fullerton Presbyterian Church, attended
Fullerton High School, F.J.C. and
Manchester College in Indiana. Following
graduation, he taught two years in
Nigeria.
He then entered Bethany Theological
Seminary in Chicago, receiving a Masters
of Divinity in 1969. An ordained minister
in the Church of the Brethren, he served
congregations in San Francisco and in
Springfield, Oregon, where he helped
found Brethren Community Services that
developed shelter and transitional housing
for adults and families.
In 1985, Hal returned to graduate
school for a Masters degree with a mathematics focus, and proceeded to teach college math in Eugene, Oregon and after
2005, in the Portland area. Hal was a gifted, dedicated teacher. He loved teaching
and mathematics and was beloved by his
students.
Hal married Gayle A. Hunter in 1968,
and together they raised three sons and
Akin, who joined the family as a young
teenager.
Hal was a bicycler, commuting by bike
most of his 30 teaching years, and reveled
in backpacking in his beloved Sierra and
Cascade Mountains. He was a pianist,
loved singing and, most especially, wood-

working. He took great pleasure in the
beauty of wood. He delighted also in
honing blades, and often brought his
sharpening kit when visiting, leaving the
household’s kitchen knives sharp enough
to shave with.
Most of all, Hal was a deeply insightful
lover of people, was devoted to his family,
enriched by his sons and daughters-in law
and joyful to be a grandfather to his
grandchildren, Ellia, Kunmi, Alice,
Amelia and Lyndon. Hal is survived by
his wife, Gayle, his children, Joel (Laura
Lee), Nathan (Stephanie), Micah
(Elizaebeth), Shay Sheller, and by his sister, Paula, and her husband, Parks Adams.
Hal was preceded in death by a sister,
Mary Helen Hansen, and son Akin
Owosekun.
A service will be November 21, at 10:30
at the UCC church in Hillsboro, OR.
Memorial gifts may be given to the H.
Lynn and Mary Sheller Scholarship fund,
Fullerton College Foundation, P.O. Box
431, Fullerton, CA 92836.

Every Way
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Assistance League Celebrates 75 Years

The Benefits of Singing
by Art Clayton
Our Fullerton barbershoppers have
been on a roll this summer. They followed their sold-out performance at “The
Muck” by rolling down Harbor Blvd. on
their “Best Of Show” float, serenading the
appreciative Founders Day Parade watchers. Then they traveled to Mesa Arizona
where they competed with other
Barbershop Choruses at the Barbershop
Harmony Society’s Far Western District
Convention.
Next up is the 22nd annual Holiday
Cabaret Show on December 4th and 5th.
Quartets are the singing waiters, followed

by the chorus presenting a unique presentation of holiday songs.

Do You Like to Sing?
This year the chorus is encouraging any
men who like to sing to join them on
stage for part of the show.
The Chorus rehearses at 7pm every
Tuesday evening at Fullerton High
School, in the music room behind
Plummer Auditorium. If you like to sing
come on by for a visit. New members of
the Chorus are always welcome. Visit
oechoers.org for more information or call
the Chorus Hot Line (714)871-7675.

LOCAL CONGREGATIONS WELCOME YOU

Orangethorpe
Christian
Church
(Disciples of Christ)

Dr. Robert L. Case, Pastor
Sunday Service: 10AM
2200 W. ORANGETHORPE
FULLERTON (714) 871-3400
www.orangethorpe.org

The Assistance League of Fullerton,
located at 223 W. Amerige Avenue, in
Downtown Fullerton is celebrating 75
years of Caring and Commitment in
Action by serving North Orange County
communities through its philanthropic
programs.
The Assistance League was established
in California in 1919 to assist families disadvantaged as a result of World War I and
now has over 120 chapters with over
26,000 members nationwide. In 2012
and 2013, the National Assistance League
was awarded the All-Star Award by Make
a Difference, an annual recognition to
individuals and organizations making the
biggest impact nationally through volunteerism.
Over the past 75 years, the Assistance
League of Fullerton has provided more
than 200,000 individual vision screenings
for elementary school children, and has
provided clothing and school supplies to
approximately 15,000 children through
Operation School Bell in Fullerton, La
Habra and Brea.
Proceeds from the Assistance League
Thrift Shop, located at 233 W. Amerige
Avenue are the major funding for these
key programs in addition to service programs including: scholarships and support
for the La Vista Continuation School,
Operation New Start (clothing and supplies for the individuals and families leaving abusive environments), Santa’s closet

(holiday help for those in need), and
office space and utilities for Meals on
Wheels.
The Assistance League welcomes your
participation through donations to, and
through shopping at, our Thrift Shop.
To learn more about the Assistance
League of Fullerton chapter and the many
ways you can become involved and make
a difference, call us at 714-526-5124 or
visit our website at www.fullerton.assistanceleague.org.
Come by our Thrift Store and sign up
for our weekly sales notification. Thrift
Shop and donation hours are: Tuesday
through Friday 10am-3pm; Saturday
10am- 2pm. Closed Sunday and Monday.

28th Annual
Veterans Day
Ceremony
Marching bands and JROTC units
from local high schools. including a color
guard carrying flags representing all 50
US states, marched along with veterans
and city officials in the 28th Annual
Veterans Day Parade from downtown
Fullerton to Hillcrest Park on November
11.
Residents along the parade route followed the procession to the gathering at
the Veteran’s Memorial at Hillcrest Park.
The normally rolling green hillside was
notably parched with stressed-out trees
(60 have died so far due to the drought.)
Air Combat USA flew over the park in
formation, wreaths were placed at the
Veteran’s Memorial, and patriotic songs
were played.
This year’s guest speaker Brigadier
General Sylvia R. Crockett, Land
Component Commander of the
California Army National Guard
addressed those assembled.
The Fullerton American Legion organizes this tribute to veterans every year.

Give Thanks for God is Good!
Celebrate Thanksgiving with your family
at Fullerton First United Methodist
Wednesday, November 25th, 7:00 PM
Come as you are service
Also join us for worship every Sunday at 10am
with Sunday School & nursery care at
The TREEHOUSE !

Fullerton First United Methodist

A Church Home for Every One
114 N. Pomona (at Commonwealth), Fullerton
714-871-4115
www.ffumc.net & find us on Facebook
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CURRENT GRANT CYCLE POTENTIAL FUNDING SOURCES
(If There Were A Fair Acquisition Timeline for Coyote Hills)

•San Gabriel Rivers & Mountains Conservancy Prop 1
Submission deadline Dec. 16, 2015: Funding up to $2 million per grant cycle
•OCTA M2: $8 million ($300 million divided over 30 years)
•Wildlife Conservation Board Land Acquisition Program
deadline Dec, 2015: $8 million grant cycle
•Fish & Wildlife Endangered Species Conservation Program:
$1-$2 million per grant cycle
•Mysun grant ($1 million matching grant currently obtained by FCH)

A WHOLE NEW MEASURE W
Continued from frontpage

That feasible plan consisted of a fair
price, three to five years to raise funds,
and a phased acquisition, in an order that
gives the public the best bang for the buck
in habitat preservation and park value.
It gets worse. As part of this VTTM, the
City revealed for the first time that,
despite the “poison pill” language,
Measure W did not overturn the other
development approvals and Chevron now
has full development entitlements.
Due to this, the land will be appraised
at the highest possible price, and we have
only one year to raise all the money.
Furthermore, the City’s lawyer said that
the final decision is in the hands of the
City Council. So effectively, whether we
have a veto power over the City Council is the City Council’s decision. This
ignores the rights of the public that are
protected by our state constitution.
To add further insult, the Planning
Commission scolded us during the
October 22 session, where we pled for a
fair acquisition plan, saying we absolutely
can’t use Measure W as leverage for acqui-

by Angela Chen Lindstrom

sition negotiation. Despite this scolding it
appears the City itself used Measure W as
leverage for negotiating the VTTM.
In a memo dated June 16, 2014, the
City tells Chevron that yes, Measure W
shot down the Development Agreement
and yes, it could have shot down the other
development approvals too. But, the City
wasn’t going to decide whether it did or
didn’t until negotiations on the VTTM
are completed and ready for the hearing.
As a result of the failure to enact the
“poison pill” clause, much of the
Development Agreement we voted down
makes a reappearance in the VTTM.
The Measure W election was in 2012.
The votes have long been counted. Yet the
City seems to think the result of the people’s vote is changeable.
Either the Development Agreement was
written to subvert the people’s constitutional right to referendum, or the actions
of the City since the vote, have done that.
The referendum process is rooted in the
belief that people should rule the elected
and not allow the elected to rule the people. What kind of City is Fullerton?

Public Input Sought on OCTA M2 Open Space
As part of Measure M, the county’s halfcent sales tax for transportation improvements, OCTA has purchased seven open
space properties from willing sellers to
preserve the land and permanently ensure
that valuable animal and plant species can
thrive for generations to come. A total of
5 percent of Measure M’s freeway budget
is available for this program, expected to
total more than $300 million over 30
years. So far, seven open space properties,
totaling more than 1,300 acres. The current resource-management plans are for
preserves at Ferber Ranch, O’Neill Oaks,

Hafen, Saddle Creek South and
MacPherson.
Plans for OCTA open-space properties
in Brea and Laguna Beach are being developed for public review in 2016. (West
Coyote Hills in Fullerton was considered a
prime property previously but Chevron was
not a willing seller at the time so the application were set aside.)
Public input is being sought on draft
plans. The public will be able to review
the plans and comment online by visiting
www.OCTA.net/RMP. The 90-day public comment period ends Feb. 8.

CHANGE & BALANCE
by Michelle Gottlieb

The Ups & Downs of
Athletic Achievement
Athletes often struggle with achieving
all that they are capable of. There can be
many reasons that cause this struggle.
Perhaps the athlete is recovering from an
accident. An accident, besides causing
physical damage, can also cause emotional damage. The fear of being reinjured is
a profound fear. The fear that the athlete
will never be the same can cause extreme
anxiety. The fear of the pain of the injury
can stop the athlete cold.
A person in the athlete’s life may be
causing him or her extreme stress.
Whether it is a coach or a parent or someone else who has put unrealistic or
unwanted goals and expectations can
cause the athlete to freeze and be unable
to perform.
Sometimes a trauma completely unrelated to the sport can also cause the ath-

lete to be unable to perform at the normal
level. Something from the athlete’s past
can be causing the athlete to have negative messages that are preventing the athlete from succeeding. Hearing that voice
in his or head that says, “I can’t do this”,
will make the athlete fail every time.
What I want to tell all those athletes
out there, whether they are student athletes, weekend warriors or the elites in
their fields, there is help. You are not permanently damaged. There are many ways
to help you through and perform at your
expected (or even better!) level. Sports
psychology is a vibrant field with many
ways of helping you to heal. You have
choices! Please contact me or a sports psychology practitioner in your area to
achieve all that you can! And to enjoy the
competition while you are at it!

MICHELLE GOTTLIEB Psy.D., MFT
INDIVIDUAL, COUPLE & FAMILY THERAPY
305 N. Harbor Blvd, Suite 202, Fullerton, CA 92832
714-879-5868 x5
www.michellegottlieb.com
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Jury Selection Begins in Kelly Thomas Civil Trial
by Tracy Wood voiceofoc.com Continued from frontpage
adults and the way they are viewed by
police.
A video compiled from footage taken by
a city camera at the Fullerton bus station,
where Thomas was knocked unconscious
by the officers, combined with audio from
recorders turned on by some of the officers, was put together for the criminal
trial of two of the officers.
District Attorney Tony Rackauckas
charged officer Manuel Ramos with second-degree murder and officer Jay
Cicinelli with excessive use of force under
color of authority. Ramos and Cicinelli
were also charged with involuntary
manslaughter, as was Wolfe.
Lawyers for the officers and the city

argued that they only used the amount of
force necessary to subdue Thomas and
that he died because he fought the officers.
In 2013, a jury acquitted former Ramos
and Cicinelli and charges against Wolfe
were subsequently dropped.
For the civil trial, more than 115
prospective jurors were given surveys to
fill out Monday and will come back next
week so lawyers can begin narrowing the
list. The trial could last into February.
This is an excerpt of a much longer article that
can be read in full at www.voiceofoc.org
Contact Tracy Wood at twood@voiceofoc.org
and follow her on Twitter: @TracyVOC.

COMMUNITY OPINIONS

continued from page 5

Questionable Use of Campus Resource Officers
The violent classroom arrest of a South
Carolina high school student by a uniformed police officer has raised questions
about the routine presence of law enforcement in public high schools. Including
Fullerton’s.
Are these “campus resource officers”
really necessary, or do they turn routine
campus infractions into criminal cases?
The girl in question was defiant and
refused reasonable requests to surrender
her cell phone. However, was this cause to
call a police offer into the classroom and
the inevitable confrontation?
All of our three high schools in
Fullerton have had full time FPD officers
assigned for the past two decades. At
FHS, where my son and daughter attend,
a police car prominently parked in the red
zone on Pomona Ave. nearly every day,
blocking traffic and giving the impression
that there was always trouble on campus.
There wasn’t. (At parental request, the car
now parks in a more discrete spot).
While a teacher at Brea-Olinda H.S. I
questioned the need for a uniformed campus resource officer to be scurrying kids to
class or checking for smoking in the boys’
bathroom. Most days he spent in the
office hanging out with secretaries and

administrators. Teachers (myself included) once broke up campus fights ourselves, then sent the kids off to class. We
didn’t need intervention of the Brea Police
Dept. and the students did not need the
criminal record that such a school fracas
can now create.
While on the Fullerton City Council I
questioned the value of city-paid uniformed police officers assigned to our
campuses. Certainly they should be on
call when real crime occurs, but a constant
presence risks turning routine campus discipline into police business.
Classroom cell phone use can be disruptive and defiance of a teacher is a suspendible offense, but does it require an
arrest? With 14,000 full-time police officers now posted in U.S. high schools, such
incidents as occurred in South Carolina
are inevitable.
Parents, teachers and administrators
working together can effectively maintain
student discipline and keep schools safe.
Police intervention should be a last resort
and for serious crimes—not for routine
discipline or to escalate playground fights
or student pranks into criminal matters.
Chris Norby Fullerton

Why Not 3-5 Years to Raise Money?
There’s a new plan for Coyote Hills –
but is it a good deal for the city and its residents? A big chunk of open space is set
aside, and the Open Coyote Hills group’s
view, “We are not getting any younger” is
appealing. Should we take this deal or
keep pushing? Would we have gotten any
open space at all if Friends of Coyote Hills
hadn’t pushed for the last 10 years? We
need to keep pushing now for a fair deal
for all of Fullerton.
Back in 2012 when this council was
voted into office, the Friends ran a city
referendum, Measure W, which successfully repealed the zoning for development.
W received more votes than any councilmember, a total of 61.9%.
But this Council willfully ignored
Measure W. Back at October’s Planning
Meeting we first learned that in 2012 the
Fullerton City Council went behind
closed doors and chose to press on without W, and without repeal of 2011’s zoning for development. The upshot is we
have several appraisals coming in for West
Coyote Hills now, but ALL are for housing - what the City calls, "highest and best
use” - and no appraisal is for oil and gas
zoning.
Had the voter’s will on Measure W been
respected, zoning would have stayed oil
and gas. To us the highest and best use for
this land is a park!
Chevron has become a willing seller,

but the price is now astronomical.
Consider whether the City has negotiated
a good enough deal for its citizens unless
it negotiates oil and gas zoning as at least
partial appraisal value, bringing the astronomical price down for the citizens of
Fullerton.
If we go ahead with this plan, it needs
further adjustments. A lot of money needs
to be raised to purchase parkland, and
Friends of Coyote Hills is willing to work
hard at this. But the time frame needs to
open up - asking the Friends to raise all
the money in one year makes the process
appear a sham - it isn't possible!
Since Chevron will likely be waiting for
development permits from environmental
agencies, why not allow a more reasonable
3-5 year period of fund-raising? This is
commonly done with development schedules in many cities.
Also, the City should ask to allow one
of the areas on the west side of the property to be acquired with more native habitat; Neighborhood 4. Making these
adjustments to the agreement will follow
through on the promise of Measure W to
the voters of Fullerton, and allow us to
open up the property as a park sooner
rather than later – and be a WIN for
everyone in the City of Fullerton.
Karen Lang Fullerton
(a member of Friends of Coyote Hills)
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COUNCIL NOTES

•6TH AMERIGE COURT EXTENSION:
Pelikan, the prospective developer of
the eight-story development proposed for
downtown in the Amerige parking lot
spanning Amerige came back with a
request for an extention to Dec. 2016.
City Planning Manager Charles Kovak
explained that the delay was caused by the
dissolution of redevelopment which
should be decided by Jan. 2016. For that
reason, a redesign is needed but the developer does not want to spend the money if
the state decides that the city must sell the
property. Councilmember Whitaker said
that the 2006 project was originally
launched to provide extra parking downtown but now with the SoCo parking
structure, that may no longer be needed.

FULLERTON EMPLOYEE RAISES
Human
Resources
•Municipal:
Director Gretchen Beatty presented the
contract on salary increases of 9% spread
over an 11 year period, for Fullerton’s 300
non-management, non-sworn employees.
Mayor Protem Fitzgerald said, “Our
employees have given up raises since 2007
so that everyone could keep their jobs
[during the recession]. This agreement is
fair.” Councilmembers Chaffee and Flory
agreed.
Whitaker said the raises were inappro-

CROSSWORD & CLASSIFIEDS & MORE
continued from page 4

West Nile Virus Cases Reach 80 with 3 Deaths
Total cases of West Nile Virus in
Orange County reached 80 on Nov. 5. Of
these cases, 61 are of the most dangerous
Neuroinvasive variety which can result in
hospitalization, permanent damage and in
some cases death. Three deaths have been
reported.
All cases so far have been in people 18
years old and older with the majority in
males above age 50. Three cases each have

ANSWER KEY
At left is the answer
key to the crossword
“Happy Fall, Y’all” on
page 7.

“At what point do we pull the plug?”
Public commentor Jane Rands suggested that the city-owned property be used in
a development transfer deal with Chevron
in trade for open space in Coyote Hills.
The amendment to extend Pelikan’s
contract passed 3-2 (Whitaker &
Sebourn, No).
Public Comments: •Can Fullerton follow LA’s lead and allow private citizens to
own bee hives due to the colony decline?
•Why does the city continues development along the major corridors of
Fullerton adding to traffic when roads and
water infrastructure are in disrepair? •The
Gennaco report said key officers involved
in the Kelly Thomas killing violated policy leaving the city liable.
priate in light of the infrastructure needs.
Fitzgerald said it was false to say we are
choosing salaries over road repair, “there
are projects all over town.”
•Fullerton Police: Director Beatty presented the contract for the 136 non-management officers and 26 dispatchers and
office workers who have had no salary
increases since 2008 while taking on larger shares of health and pension costs. The
raises will be spread over 4 years.
Both items passed on a 3-2 vote
(Whitaker & Sebourn, No)

been reported in Fullerton, Brea, Yorba
Linda and Huntington Beach; 9 each in
Buena Park, Anaheim and Santa Ana; 5 in
La Habra; 8 in Orange; 4 in Tustin; and
one or two each in other OC cities.
The virus, which is spread by mosquitos, is completely preventable through
use of repellent containing DEET,
picaridin, or oil of lemon eucalyptus,
wearing long sleeves and long pants when
outdoors, fixing screens and eliminating
breeding areas of standing water.
Up to 100 mosquito larve can complete
their lifecycle in just one week in a standing water source as small as a bottle cap.
The OC Vector Control District can
help residents remove the risk in their
ponds and pools. Contact the district for
help or to report dead birds or neglected
pools at 714-971-2421 Ext. 117 or email
wnsurv@ocvd.org.
For more info and updates on cases in
Orange County visit www.ocvcd.org and
www.ochealthinfo.com

EPA Takes On Radon

The US Environmental Protection
Agency is partnering with the American
Lung Association in a program to prevent
lung cancer by 2020 through radon gas
exposure, the second leading cause of lung
cancer in America. Strategies include
requiring radon testing and reduction systems as a standard practice in building
code requirements. The new National
Plan
can
be
found
at
http://www.epa.gov/radon/nationalradon-action-plan-strategy-saving-lives.
Also visit http://www2.epa.gov/radon.
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Fullerton-born resident
Valerie Brickey has
been
constructing puzzles
for several years.
She has agreed to keep
us entertained with
more in the future!

LOCAL ONLY CLASSIFIEDS

Call 714-525-6402

The Fullerton Observer provides space for
NEIGHBORS to advertise. To participate you
must have a local phone number. Contractors
must provide valid license. Editor reserves
right to reject any ad. Sorry, we do not accept
date ads, get rich schemes or financial ads of
any sort. Call 714-525-6402 for details.
$10 for 50 words or less per issue. Payment
is by check only. Items to give away for free
and lost and found item listings are printed for
free as space allows.
The Observer assumes no liability for ads

placed here. However, if you have a complaint
or compliment about a service, please let us
know at 714-525-6402.
Call City Hall at 714-738-6531 to inquire
about business licenses.
For contractor license verification go to the
California State Contractor License Board
website at www.cslb.ca.gov. Once there click
on the red link on the left of the page which
will take you to a screen where you can enter
the name, contractor number, or business to
make sure they are legit. Thank You!

3 NEW & 3 USED ITEMS

AMWAY, ARTISTRY, NUTRILITE

FOR SALE

3 NEW ITEMS: Tennis Racket: Prince
Graphite Comp XB oversized, tube tennis
balls, tennis book; Apple digital 5.5” picture frame; TV Ears (professional 95
KHZ) complete. 3 USED ITEMS: Undercabinet florescent lite; Sony sound wireless speaker system; Hamilton drafting
table 38” x 72.5”. Call Joanne (714)8716548

JOBS

FULL & PART TIME WORK

C.N.A., Caregiver, Activity Assistant
and Janitor jobs are open at Park Vista.
Come apply and interview in person from
10am to 4pm on Tues. Nov. 17 at
Morningside
of
Fullerton,
800
Morningside Drive, Fullerton.
TYPIST WANTED

A typist/reader for possible play project
wanted. Call 657-378-8177
CITY JOB OPENINGS

Visit www.cityoffullerton.com and click
on the “How Do I” tab and then “City
Employment.”

REPAIR/REMODEL

LICENSED HOME SERVICES

Roofing, Patios, Windows, Doors, Gates,
Fences, Termites, Dryrot, Electrical,
Plumbing, Drywall, Paint, New, Repairs,
Special Projects. CSLB #744432. Bonded,
Insured. Free Estimates: 714-738-8189

BEAUTY & HEALTH

To buy Amway, Artistry,
or Nutrilite products
please call Jean 714-349-4486

FREE HELP LINES
•Call 2-1-1 on your phone for nonemergency help on any issue you are
having in OC. Free. www.211.org
•TEENLINE’s number is (800)
TLC-TEEN (800-852-8336). Open
6pm to 10pm and answered by teens.
at
online
available
Also
teenlineonline.org.
•WTLC: If someone you know is, or
you are, the victim of domestic abuse,
contact the 24-hour bilingual hotline at
877-531-5522.

OFFICE
FOR RENT
in La Habra
& La Puente
Please contact Elaine

562.400.4244
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OBSERVERS AROUND THE WORLD

Jerry & Pearl at Plitvice
Lakes in Croatia

Tala at Glacier Lagoon, Jökulsárlón
Tala Peterson 11 (Fullerton born
and raised) went to Iceland with her
grandma, Linda Dourte, also of
Fullerton.
In photo above, Tala is at the
beautiful but chilly-looking Glacier

Lagoon, Jökulsárlón. She is wearing
a lopapeysa (Icelandic wool sweater)
that she bought at Thorvaldsen's
bazaar in Reykjavik, the capital of
Iceland.

Jerry and Pearl Mann visited Plitvice Lakes
National Park in Croatia. The 114-square-mile
parkas has at its heart 16 beautiful turquoise lakes
that are linked by a series of waterfalls and cascades.
It was a magnificent place, and our group
enjoyed a lovely hike around 2 of the lakes in
October. This natural wonder has been recognized
as a UNESCO World Heritage Site since 1979.
There was a small path made of wooden slats (no
railings) over the water in front of the waterfalls and
cascades. The entire area that we saw was breathtaking and very damp.
Stunning waterfalls at
Plitvice Lakes National Park.

25TH ANNIVERSARY FOR WALKING BUDDIES
Neighbors Margitta Lubke and
Greta Nagel are celebrating 25 years
of being faithful walking buddies.
Their morning fitness walks
began in the fall of 1990 at 6:15
a.m., five days a week. Then, after a
few years, the time switched to
6:30, then 6:45, 7:11, and now
7:30!
But they keep their promises, rain
or shine. Neighbors recently helped
them celebrate at a "Walkers
Breakfast."
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